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Dean’s

Perspective

A common culture of learning
by Gerardo M. Gonzalez, Dean, School of Education

D

You could say that’s the direct underpinning of Professor Terry Mason’s international projects featured on p. 10 and on
our cover. “Education is the most powerful
weapon which you can use to change the
world,” said Nelson Mandela, the longtime
prisoner in apartheid South Africa, later
the country’s president and Nobel Peace
Prize winner. A myriad of projects by
Mason’s center involving several School of
Education faculty members run the gamut
from teaching math and science to English
to teacher professional development. All—
particularly the Afghanistan project—
involve countries that are strategic for
not just the peace interests of the United
States, but of the world.
Our other articles are about peace, respect, and understanding in different ways.
Professor Mary McMullen has found that
our very youngest learners learn much
from their first teachers that can impact
their impulses toward empathy and other
positive behaviors (p. 6).
The stories to tell here are joined by one
theme. It’s a statement that I’ve used often
and believe deeply. Education is the great
equalizer.
Imagine a world where we regularly
share our best ideas, where the people in
one country have an understanding of
the people in another, where teaching is
not only good but continuously undergoing evaluation to become better. That is
the bond of all these stories—a common
culture of continuous learning. Please
enjoy our latest issue and read about how
our faculty, staff, students, and alumni are
using education to change the world for
the better.
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“Education is
the most powerful
weapon which
you can use to
change the world.”

eciding the focus of our Chalkboard publication can be fairly
difficult on occasion. As the dean
of the IU School of Education, I always
have stories to tell about the amazing
feats of our faculty, staff, and students.
Many times, the stories cover a vast range
education issues. The new edition of the
magazine reflects the wide reach of our
school in many ways.
First, our alumni have honored us by
earning prestigious awards. We certainly
believe we prepare the finest teachers in
the state of Indiana. The recently-named
Indiana Teacher of the Year and the runner-up are IU School of Education alumni
(p. 5). But quite honestly, that 1-2 finish
wasn’t a big surprise since eight of the 10
finalists previously named held degrees
from the Bloomington or Indianapolis
campuses. That is quite a measure of the
respect for our graduates, since principals
and superintendents nominate Teacher
of the Year candidates. Additionally, two
of four Indiana finalists for a prestigious
national award honoring math and science
teachers are School of Education alumni
(p. 12).
Another alumnus is now focusing his
work on the issues surrounding education of children whose families may be
in the U.S. illegally. Nowhere is the issue
of illegal immigration a hotter topic than
in Arizona, where Carlos Ovando is trying to open our eyes to some unforeseen
educational consequences of tough border
laws (p. 13). Now on the faculty at Arizona State University, Ovando is suggesting we should think about what happens
to the students who have to leave the U.S.
Ovando’s work suggests a wider responsibility for our educational practices.
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Highlights

The U.S. State
Department and
the J. William
Fulbright Foreign
Scholarship Board
selected Professor of Educational
Leadership and
Policy Studies
Victor M.H. Borden
Victor M.H.
Borden for a Fulbright Specialists project
in South Africa. Borden conducted a program at the University of KwaZulu Natal
in September, delivering the keynote
address at the university’s fourth annual teaching and learning conference.
He then conducted a series of workshops and seminars to develop capacity
amongst academics to plan, implement,
evaluate and improve projects and
programs that enhance the effectiveness
of teaching and learning and promote
student success.
“I am very honored and excited to be
selected for this project but it is also very
humbling to fathom what I might be able
to contribute to such a large scale social
and organizational re-ordering,” Borden
said of his Fulbright selection. “I am likely
to gain a lot more from the experience
than I can possibly contribute.”
Borden is one of the world’s top authorities on institutional research. At Indiana University, he is now senior advisor to
the vice president for university regional
affairs, planning and policy, after serving
as associate vice president for university
planning, institutional research and accountability. Borden was associate vice
chancellor and director of information
management and institutional research at
Indiana University-Purdue University Indianapolis and also directed institutional
research at George Mason University.
The University Council for Educational
Administration (UCEA) named Brendan
Maxcy, associate professor of educational leadership and policy studies
(ELPS) and the co-director of the Urban
2 • Chalkboard

Principalship Program in the IU School
of Education at IUPUI as the 2010 winner of the Jack A. Culbertson Award.
The UCEA selects an outstanding junior
professor of educational administration
annually to recognize early career contributions to the field.
“The award was a surprise and it is
very gratifying to have my work recognized,” Maxcy said. “I feel honored to
be recognized among the past winners
whose work I admire.” UCEA selects
junior faculty for the award who meet
criteria for contributing to the field that
includes innovation, originality, potential
impact, effort required for the contribution, and the extent of support for
the effort provided by the candidate’s
institution.
Maxcy is the fourth faculty member
from the IU School of Education to earn
the honor: Neil Theobald, vice president and chief financial officer at Indiana
University and professor of education
finance is a 1995 Culbertson winner;
ELPS Associate Professor Gerardo
Lopez is a 2004 honoree; another ELPS
Associate Professor Suzanne Eckes is a
2006 recipient.
A former science teacher in Texas,
Virginia, and Tennessee, Maxcy was an
associate professor at the University of
Missouri before joining the IU School
of Education in January 2010. His early
research deals primarily with issues of
accountability in U.S. public schools.
The Sakai Foundation selected
Joshua Danish, faculty member in
the Learning Sciences Program, as an
honorable mention winner for
its third annual
“Teaching with
Sakai Innovation
Award.”
The Sakai
Foundation
licenses free and
Brendan Maxcy
open software to

universities and
other educational
institutions to
help develop
learning environments
utilizing the latest
technology. At
Indiana UniverJoshua Danish
sity, Sakai is used
through “Oncourse,” the university-wide
online and teaching module used for all
courses.
Danish studies how innovative
technologies can be used to support
teaching and learning, and his submission for the award was for the design for
a course on that subject. Incorporating
tools such as Oncourse blogs and Twitter feeds, Danish engaged the students
in continuing discussions about course
material to create a richer learning
experience than just the face-to-face
classroom exchanges.
“It came about kind of naturally,
where I thought about what kinds of
activities I want students engaged in,”
Danish said of developing the course.
“Once I had a clear vision of that, I
looked for the tools that would make it
happen.” Danish said his background as
an engineer and educational software
designer made it easier for him to develop useful tools.
The American Chemical Society (ACS)
has honored the Indianapolis “Project
SEED,” which is supported by the Urban
Center for the Advancement of STEM
Education (UCASE) in the IU School of
Education at IUPUI, with a “ChemLuminary Award.” The ACS chooses honorees in several categories each year,
and the organization chose Indianapolis
Project SEED for its growth in programming quality and increases in financial
support from partner organizations in
the local community.
Project SEED—which stands for Summer Experience for the Economically

courtesy of vic borden, chuck carney

Fulbright, educational leadership, technology organization honors for faculty

Professor emeritus’ book
focuses on helping teachers
know their students
In retirement, one thought
stayed with Professor Emeritus
Meryl Englander.
Englander
“For 40 years, I used a standard
text,” he said about courses in educational psychology for pre-service
teachers. “and I never felt that it
affected teaching.”
Englander is professor emeritus of
educational psychology and former
director of the Field Experiments in
teacher Education program, which
integrated psychology, methods,
and ethics with student teaching. a
onetime high school physics teacher, he was spurred by the notion
that some of his students weren’t
learning the physics he was teaching. he returned to graduate
school at the University of Michigan in the 1950s to find out.
But through his experience of those classes, he became
convinced that not enough new teachers learned how and why
they should observe their students closely. “starting right from
the beginning, the prospective teacher has to start observing
people,” he said. “to say ‘what is unique about this person in
terms of intellect?’” Knowing how each individual student learns,
his or her strengths or weaknesses, and other factors make all the
difference in successful education, Englander said.
With that in mind, Englander worked on his own educational
psychology textbook, published just months ago. The Nature
and Nurture of Learners: from The Perspective of Educational
Psychology is designed to help teachers develop ways to use
psychological concepts to be a successful teacher.

IU oFFIcE oF KIM NgUyEN, chUcK carNEy

Englander said the focus on how teachers find out the uniqueness of each student is the focus of the book. “how is a teacher
going to know that?” he said. “only one way: to observe behavior and begin to formulate a portfolio in terms of how kids differ.”
to that end, the text divided into five parts focuses on three
constructs that Englander said determine the effectiveness of a
student’s educational experience.”
“the intellect, motivation, and the sense of self,” Englander
said. “those three things control everything.” according to the
book, the constructs work systematically and develop depending
on the educational environment of each student. “If you focus
on those three things, it’s my contention, then you can develop
them and the individual will function better.”
the goal of the text is to give readers a handbook to understand the factors that affect learning, and thereby affect teaching. “this book is about the brain,” Englander said. “If you look
at the brain, you don’t find any knowledge, you don’t find any
emotion. all you really find is millions of neurons connecting. so
from the point of view of psychology, I’ve developed a construct
to explain it.”

Disadvantaged—is
an effort of the acs
to provide summer
experience with
science careers for
youths across the
country. the Indianapolis chapter has
expanded greatly
Kim Nguyen
in the last few years
led in part by the efforts of Kim Nguyen,
director of operations for UcasE. In 2008,
around 10 students participated in the
Indianapolis chapter; by 2010 the number
grew to 28.
“Many individuals—from acs members
to IUPUI researchers and educators in the
community—have
contributed resources and time to
help Indianapolis
Project sEED position well for winning
the chemLuminary
award,” Nguyen
said.
Monica A. Medina
the health
Foundation of Indianapolis has placed the
IU school of Education’s Monica A. Medina
on its list of “25 trailblazers in health” for
her work on hIV/aIDs issues. an article featuring the 25 was a part of the august 2010
Indianapolis Woman magazine. the health
Foundation selected Medina, a clinical lecturer in teacher education, as one “whose
passion, efforts and care inspire us.” the
trailblazers list, according to the health
Foundation, contains people who “shaped
the health of our Indianapolis community.”
“In the past, I was very involved in the
hIV/aIDs arena, primarily in the area of
education prevention programs,” Medina
said. she said most of her time was spent
building coalitions and working with existing ones. “I served as president and then
executive director of the Midwest hispanic
aIDs coalition, which at that time encompassed eight different states in the Midwest. I was involved at the state level here
and worked with a coalition of community
organizations and healthcare providers and
county health officials in planning the actual
hIV/aIDs plans.”
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Pete Kloosterman’s career has been about digging
deeper into how students learn mathematics

I

t’s quite common for a new classroom teacher to enter the first
classroom with an idealistic view of
the impact he or she will have.
“When I left college, my thought was
I was going to be the greatest calculus
teacher in high school ever,” said Peter
Kloosterman, the Martha Lea and Bill
Armstrong Chair for Teacher Education
and a professor of mathematics education in the IU School of Education.
Kloosterman had earned his degree
from Michigan State University and
headed to teach in an alternative high
school in Madison, Wisc. The school
had wide range of students but was
known as a safe place for students who
had experienced trouble while in other
large public schools.
4 • Chalkboard

“I had classes where 25 percent of
the kids would have been arrested in
any other school in the district,” Kloosterman said. “But because we were in a
small environment where there wasn’t
anybody hassling them and they were
away from the bad influences, mostly,
things worked out well.”
Soon, Kloosterman’s work in the math
department—where for several years,
he constituted the entire faculty—turned
to working with struggling students. “I
came to really appreciate those kids,”
he said. “Most of my high school teaching was really focusing on working with
kids who had bad experiences in mathematics and how to turn them around.”
The early teaching experience has
shaped the direction of Kloosterman’s

work as a faculty member in the School
of Education, where he joined as an
instructor in 1984, becoming an assistant professor in 1985. It has driven him
to understand the ways students learn
and how many different methods might
help those struggling in math. It’s part
of his mission, now that he’s responsible
for teaching teachers to enter the K-12
classroom as he did for eight years before earning his master’s and PhD at the
University of Wisconsin. Should he enter
that high school classroom again now,
he said he’d be a much better teacher
because of how much more he knows
about different ways of teaching.
“There’s a lot more to math than just
getting the answer,” Kloosterman said.
“There are lots of different ways to look
at most math problems.”
That reasoning is behind his second
major project to look at student performance across the country in mathematics funded by the National Science
Foundation (NSF). The NSF has granted
$1.3 million for a project examining
data from the National Assessment of
Education Progress, or NAEP, to compare how current U.S. students fare in
relation to their peers of three decades
ago. The three-year study will also
examine how performance may link to
specific math curricula and courses high
school students take.
“It looks at how achievement has
changed in mathematics over the last
30 years and how that relates to what
has been taught—where we are doing
better and what topics in math we still
need to improve on,” Kloosterman said.
The grant continues Kloosterman’s
work towards understanding longitudinal data on U.S. student mathematics
performance. NSF granted Kloosterman and IU colleagues Frank Lester
and Cathy Brown $1.3 million in 2002
to interpret NAEP results for teachers
and school administrators and create
materials to improve classroom teach-
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“A lot more to math than just
getting the answer”

Courtesy stacy mccormack, jamil odom

ing and teacher professional development. The new study will look at how
students have performed on the NAEP
items that have remained constant over
30 years, determining how changes in
performance may correlate to changes
in curriculum.
“Too often people make judgments
based on what happened with one or
two kids or just a hunch here or there,
rather than actually paying attention to
what we know really makes a difference,
what we’ve seen work with a broad
spectrum of kids over a long period of
time” Kloosterman said. “So my goal
is to do more to discover what we can
do to make things better in the places
we’ve got weaknesses identified by test
items. But it’s also to tell the story of
what’s going on in schools.”
Telling the story is especially important, he said, because much of what
is happening well in teaching math
gets muted by stories about how U.S.
students are faring poorly compared to
other countries. In fact, while achievement of high school students in the U.S.
has been relatively stable, elementary
and middle school students are doing
much better than 20 years ago. “We
need to document the things that are
being done well so that they don’t get
lost in all the calls for change.” Kloosterman said.
As the Armstrong Chair, a role he
assumed in the fall, Kloosterman is
working with some of Indiana’s best
classroom teachers. Armstrong Teacher
Educators are nominated by superintendents and principals based on a
pattern of outstanding teaching and
school leadership. They take part in
professional development opportunities
and work with IU faculty and students.
With these elite educators, Kloosterman
has found he’s still finding new ways
of looking at learning math. Recently,
one of the teachers showed videotape
of a Japanese student in her classroom
working a math problem alongside a
U.S. student.
“The Japanese kid was doing subtraction very differently than an American kid was doing it,” he said. “And to
watch that kid and understand what he
was doing and how he was thinking,
that’s really been a wonderful thing for
me to do.”

Winner, runner-up, nearly all
finalists for Indiana Teacher of
the Year are alumni
When the Indiana Department of
Education announced the list of finalists for state teacher of the year, the
IU School of Education had an 80
percent chance that one of its own
would be the winner.
So it was only a bit of a surprise
when, in early October, Stacy McCormack, physics teacher at Penn High
School in Mishawaka and a 1999
graduate with a BS in science education from IUB learned she had won
the honor of 2011 Indiana Teacher of
the Year. The IU School of Education
also named McCormack an Armstrong Teacher Educator earlier in
2010. McCormack is now the state’s
nominee for 2011 National Teacher of
the Year.
In addition, the runner-up for
Teacher of the Year is also an IU
School of Education alumnus. Jamil
Odom of Mary Bryan Elementary in
MSD of Perry Township, MS‘05, in
elementary education from the IU
School of Education in Bloomington,
earned that honor.
IU School of Education graduates
made up most of the finalists for Indiana Teacher of the year. Eight of the
10 finalists announced in September
are alumni of the IU School of Education core campus of Bloomington and
Indianapolis.
”The IU School of Education
has had a long history of preparing
excellent teachers,” said IU School of
Education Dean Gerardo Gonzalez.
“We are very proud of our graduates
and the difference they’re making in
Indiana classrooms. McCormack and
Odom richly deserve the Teacher of
the Year honors for which they have
been selected.”
An Indiana Department of Education committee comprised of department personnel and external community and education leaders – including former Teachers of the Year award
winners – selected McCormack as the

Stacy McCormack

Jamil Odom
Teacher of the Year after interviewing
ten finalists in September.
“I’m absolutely honored and
delighted to represent the phenomenal teachers of the state of Indiana,”
McCormack said. “In all grade levels
and in all schools Indiana educators
exemplify dedication and passion. No
other group of people work harder
than teachers, and it’s my joy to share
with others the amazing work being
done in every school across our state.”
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Developing
positive social
skills at the

beginning

of education

Professor’s research shows how
“prosocial” skills can be instilled even
as babies and toddlers are in daycare
in greater numbers, longer hours
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Professor McMullen with one of the children she
observed for her study.

did it as much as I possibly could through the eyes of the infant,”
McMullen said.
to that end, she spent two weeks watching the interactions of
the young children all day, every day in four classrooms in three
different states, each in child care centers on university campuses.
copious amounts of information helped her build the portrait of
each child’s experience in the centers.
McMullen conducted interviews with caregivers, administrators,
parents, classroom assistants and aides. she collected documentary information from classroom newsletters, websites, handbooks,
and photographs that provided a fuller picture of the environment.
then she conducted thorough observations of how each infant
experienced a typical day, keeping detailed field notes. Within
that work, she examined what she called the infant’s “four states of
being” during the day: activity states, involving things like playing
or eating or the arrival or departure; mobility states, concerning
whether the child is free to move freely or is restricted; engagement states, being either alone or participating with a group or

coUrtEsy Mary McMULLEN

B

oth childcare and the U.s. workforce have undergone
enormous change over the last 40 years. as a result of such
upheaval in a short amount of time, an Indiana University
school of Education researcher thinks there are significant questions we’ve yet to answer about how that affects our children.
“We know very little about what it’s like to be an infant—and
by infant I mean birth to one year or one and a half years—what
it’s like to be that infant, all day, every day, in childcare,” said Mary
McMullen, professor of early childhood education.
all day, every day childcare is a much more prevalent reality for
infants than ever before. It is far more common that both parents
in a household work full time. the american academy of Pediatrics
reports that more than half of mothers with young children are
working at least part-time, compared to just a third in the 1970s.
McMullen primarily researches the practices of teachers in
classrooms from infancy to age 5. among the research now available, she said little of it has focused on a whole new generation
of infants and toddlers in full-day childcare classrooms. “It’s a new
phenomenon to have massive numbers of children, huge numbers
of children going to childcare very young — under the age of 1 —
in large numbers,” McMullen said.
so she’s trying to fill the gap on some of this research, starting
with observations conducted in classrooms across the country. “I

a single caregiver; and feeling states, the general expression of
happiness or unhappiness, sleepiness or being asleep, or expressing little feeling at all.
“I would focus on infants, often one infant over several days,
or one or two infants over several days,” McMullen said, “to see
how is Dexter, how is Daniel, how is samantha feeling, what is she
doing, is she in somebody’s arms, is she alone, is she engaged with
a group?”
on average she found the infants were in child care more than
8 hours a day (some more than 9-and-a-half hours a day, others as
little as 4-and-half hours a day). Mostly, the children were happy
and engaged. they slept a little less than two hours a day.
But what surprised McMullen — and other researchers reviewing her findings — was a notable difference in centers that practiced a particular type of infant care. In three of the centers which
McMullen said followed a “social constructivist” model of practice
— with teachers encouraging learning by facilitating a proper experience meeting each child’s needs — infants displayed markedly

different behavior. the behavior stood in contrast to the one
classroom that McMullen described as using a “behaviorist”
model — treating each infant’s behavior as representing a
universal infant reaction rather than teachers taking care for
individual needs of the child.
“In the three centers in which a more social constructivist
model of practice was followed — what we could consider
best practice in the field — these babies were engaging in
early caring, empathy, friendship behaviors,” McMullen said.
these are among the “prosocial skills” McMullen and other
researchers say are what adults should encourage in babies.
such skills also include helping, trust, self control, honesty,
and comforting.
With the vast amount of time babies are now spending in
these groups, McMullen said the findings are very important.
“In the group where I didn’t see these behaviors, it was very
difficult to be in that group,” she said. “there was tension,
there was stress, there was loud crying.” given a choice
among the groups, McMullen said anyone would choose the
other. “In the first group in which there were these caring, sharing,
empathy skills — prosocial skills were being fostered and learned
and carried out,” she said. “there was much less tension, much
less stress, the environment itself was much calmer and pleasant. It
was easy to be there.” Developmentally, the stress on the babies
would clearly make the longer days much harder, McMullen said.
to make the prosocial environment happen, teachers literally
set the stage. McMullen said she observed intentional activities
on behalf of the teachers that made for a positive atmosphere.
“this one teacher, she would come an hour before,” she said. “It
was almost like she was setting a banquet for these guests who
would come. and she treated the environment that way. It was this
wonderful place for everybody to come and be.”
What drove the teacher to take such actions was an established
sense that each individual baby should receive respect and each
teacher should understand each child’s circumstance. “Knowing
the baby’s family, knowing that the baby might have some issues
going on in the family, that’s another aspect of the respect,”
McMullen said. “contrast that with this other center, where they
had as many as nine caregivers through the course of the day.
they didn’t know the babies very well, didn’t know them as individuals. they did treat them as a herd, a pack.”
so in the room where prosocial skills were taught and reinforced, when a baby cried the teachers took it as a sign of communication. teachers in the other room treated it as an annoyance,
sometimes ignored. “If you’re going to develop prosocial skills,
the teacher has to be somebody who is respectful of what the
children are trying to communicate, and therefore she models that
she’s responsive.”
the findings about prosocial skills are a small part of a year’s
work McMullen will publish as the book Portraits of Mindful Infant
Care in the coming year. But they are a remarkable finding since
many researchers and caregivers have dismissed the capacity of
babies exhibiting and developing such traits. McMullen found in
this case, it might simply be a matter of giving infants the opportunity to develop such skills that will certainly affect their later years.
“these behaviors put the babies well on their way to having
what they need to get along well as social beings,” she said.
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Senator honors school led by alum, dissertation noted
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Walter Bourke

the leadership for the Franklin Township Community School Corporation in
2006” the release read. “In July of 2007,
he assembled a new administrative educational team to address instructional
challenges faced by the district.”
As an indication of just how far
Bourke has led Franklin Township, in
2006, the Center for Evaluation and
Education Policy (CEEP) at the IU School
of Education published a report that
named the corporation the fourth most
underperforming school district in the
state. Two years later, the Indianapolis
Business Journal ranked Franklin Township 2nd for growth in Mathematics and
tied for 4th place for growth in English/
Language Arts. Spring 2010 ISTEP+
gains exceeded the state in every content area and at every grade level. The
overall ISTEP passing rates are up by an
average of 8.5 percent in mathematics
and language arts. Franklin Central High
School’s graduation rate has improved
from 70 percent to a projected 87 percent for 2010.
Lugar praised Franklin Township’s
efforts and results in the news release.
“Franklin has shown what is possible
when a community comes together
with intention and focus to improve
school performance and better meet
the needs of the students they serve,”
Lugar said. “I look forward to closely
following Franklin Township’s future
achievements.”

John Houser

The Institute for Education Leadership in Washington, D.C., is citing as a
major contribution to the field a study
by a recent Indiana University School
of Education PhD graduate suggesting
a relationship between higher participation in extra-curricular programs and
better grades at an Indianapolis community school.
School psychology doctoral graduate
John H. Houser’s dissertation analyzed participation and grades during
the 2008-09 school year at George
Washington Community High School
(GWCHS), a full-service community
school. For that year, the students who
had a higher participation rate in extracurricular activities also had a higher
grade-point average.
“There’s certainly a relationship going on between participating in these
programs both offered by the school
and the community and how that relates
to how they’re doing academically,”
Houser said.
The Institute for Education Leadership issued a news release noting Houser’s findings. The organization directs
the Coalition for Community Schools,
which promotes the community school
concept. It honored GWCHS with the
first National Community School Award
in 2006. The research is important to
the GWCHS, a once-closed school that
re-opened in 2000 with the help of 17
different entities at Indiana University-

courtesy Walter Bourke, Chuck Carney

Two alumni of the Indiana University School of Education are among
the four Indiana finalists for the
Presidential Award for Excellence
in Mathematics and Science Teaching (PAEMST), the highest recognition
that a kindergarten through 12thgrade mathematics or science teacher
may receive for outstanding teaching
in the U.S. Jan Koloszar of Kokomo
earned a BS in elementary education
in 1976 from the IU School of Education in Bloomington, adding an MS in
elementary education in 1980 from the
IU School of Education in Indianapolis.
Julie Sigmund earned an MS in 2008 in
language education from the IU School
of Education in Bloomington.
Amy Knerr, MS’03, from the IU
School of Education at IUPUI, won the
national award for the state of Indiana
for 2009.
On October 20, U.S. Sen. Dick Lugar joined Dr. Tony Bennett, Indiana
Superintendent of Public Instruction, to present Franklin Township
Community Schools Corporation
in Marion County, the third Lugar
Education Patriot award and honor
the IU School of Education alumnus
who leads the corporation. The award
honors a school, school corporation, or
education leader who has demonstrated leadership and initiative in improving
the academic achievement and career
preparation of Indiana students.
This year’s award honored a school
district that has begun to turn around
its student performance in just a few
short years. A news release from Senator Lugar’s office cites the turning point
as when it hired Walter Bourke, who
earned a master’s in secondary education from the IU School of Education in
Indianapolis in 1984, adding an EdD in
educational leadership and curriculum
and instruction from the IU School of
Education in 1993.
“Franklin Township’s journey began
when Dr. Walter D. Bourke assumed

courtesy

Purdue University Indianapolis. The
community school model makes the
school a neighborhood hub, providing
youth and family support services after
school and on weekends and partnering
with the neighborhood residents as vital
support for student success.
The Center for Urban and Multicultural Education at the IU School of Education at IUPUI is a strong collaborator
with GWCHS. Monica Medina, faculty
member in teacher education at the
School of Education, oversees an early
field experience for teacher education
majors that is part of the partnership. As
many as 60 student-interns work in the
schools for 14 weeks each semester.
Houser found participation rates
varied by race/ethnicity and gender,
with one group participating at a higher
level and showing a higher grade-point
average.
North Idaho College named
Sheldon C. Nord, PhD‘97, in higher
education, as its vice president for
student services in September. Nord
had been the CEO of Universitas Pelita
Harapan in Indonesia. “NIC students
and Students Services staff have set
the bar high in being innovative and responsive to students’ needs,” Nord said
in a news release from the university. “I
look forward to working with the staff
and students to continue the good work
of collaboration with faculty and others
to enhance the NIC student educational
experience.”
Nord was CEO of Universitas Pelita
Harapan, an 11,000-student university,
from 2007 until last fall. He was the first
non-Indonesian president of any university in that country. In that position, he
supervised several campus leaders.
From 2003 to 2007, Nord was vice
president for student affairs at Eastern
Oregon University and was dean of
students at Weber State University from
2002 to 2003.

School of Education
wraps successful part
of IUB’s “Matching the
Promise” campaign
The IU School of Education reached its
$11 million goal with the close of Indiana
University’s seven year “Matching the
Promise” fundraising campaign for the
Bloomington campus. The effort started
on July 1, 2003 and closed on May 31,
2010. Indiana University initiated the
campaign to provide scholarships and
fellowships, provide funding for faculty
chairs to attract and retain leading academic talent, and to construct high-quality teaching and research facilities.
The School of Education’s Executive
Director of Development and Alumni
Relations Sarah Baumgart (now retired)
said the “matching” part of the campaign’s title helped spur donor generosity. Indiana University provided matching
money for contributions that supported
students. “Donors loved knowing that
their gifts could be maximized,” Baumgart said.
For the School of Education, such
donations have created some exciting
opportunities. One example is the gift

Dean Gonzalez celebrates the successful end
of the campaign with Bill and Linda Blanton.

of Bill and Linda Blanton from Miami,
Fla. Bill, a former faculty member in
language education, and Linda, EdD’74
in special education, have endowed a
fellowship. The gift will support a graduate student studying in special education
or language education.
Baumgart said aside from straightforward bequests, the School of Education
will benefit from some different types of
gifts from this campaign. “People really
have taken advantage of gift annuities
and charitable trusts,” she said. “Donors
who do these other kinds of gifts receive
incomes for their lifetimes, while at the
same time our investment people are
growing the fund. Once the school actually receives the gift, it will probably be a
lot larger.”

2010–11 Alumni Board of Directors
Officers

President
Jamia Jacobsen, BS’62, M’75, PhD’83
Vice President/President Elect
Suzanne M. Zybert, MS’89
Secretary/Treasurer
Nancy Sutton, BS’66
Past President
Jack W. Humphrey, MS’56, EdD’62

Directors
Thomas C. Anderson, MS’99
Lee Ann Babcock Brown, BS’68
Karol L. Bartlett, BS’86
Edward Bradford, Jr., BS’78
David L. Dimmett, MS‘00
Patricia L. Gainey, MS’79, EdD’94
William D. Gardner, MS’00
Virginia M. Harrison, BS’72, MS’77
Myrna Y. Hernandez, BS’94, MS’99

Maysee Yang Herr, MS’01
Earlene L. Holland, Spclst.’80
Nicole V. Law, BS’94
Andrea M. Smith, BS’04
Amanda M. Stewart, BS’04
Martha D. Street, BS’63, MS’66
Hazel R. Tribble, MS’75
David L. Wallace, BS’69, MS’71, 		
Spclst.’78
Robb K. Warriner, BS’69
H. Douglas Williams, EdD’84
Janet A. Williamson, BS’72, MS’90

Ex-Officio
Carolyn Emmert, EdD
Rachael Jones McAfee
Gerardo M. Gonzalez, PhD
Jack A. Cummings
Jayme T. Little
Patricia M. Rogan, PhD
Michelle L. Stuckey
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Impact abroad:
building global partnerships
to improve teaching
and learning
We’re seeing some very
tangible results

10 • Chalkboard

for International Development (UsaID) starting
in 2006, the official
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.
Mason said there has
been progress.
the master’s degree program and oversaw
“When you begin something like this,
student academic progress.
it seems so overwhelming and vast and
Mason said efforts to reform higher
complex that you wonder if you’re ever reeducation centered on teacher education
ally going to see anything come of it,” he
in part because of the immense needs
said. “But now, almost five years in, we’re
in afghanistan. “We can’t do everything
seeing some very tangible results.”
all at once,” he said. “so the objective
the project, coordinated with the
is to improve teaching and learning in
country’s Ministry of higher Education,
teacher education. and that has to do
and working with 18 institutions offering
with developing curriculum, content mafour-year teacher preparation programs
terials, teaching methods, and providing
in afghanistan, seeks to better prepare
resources so that institutions can access
university faculty while also establishthe internet, all sorts of things.”
ing teacher education and certification
Lewison said the work involved practistandards. as part of the program, 12
cal
aspects for faculty preparing classafghan teacher educators earned master’s
room
teachers, but also other elements
degrees at IU from 2007 to 2009. “We’re
aimed at helping the broader educational
working with people who are training the
environment. “some of the training is for
teachers,” said Mitzi Lewison, professor of
people who are teaching English in the
literacy, culture and language education.
schools,” she said, “but other parts are
Lewison coordinated the curriculum for
coUrtEsy tErry MasoN

I

n areas of the world where the
complexity of societal problems is
matched only by the need to solve
them, signs of progress are measured in incremental steps. as such,
positive changes can sometimes seem
hard to see. approaching a decade since
the terrorist attacks of september 11,
2001 that launched the latest war on afghanistan’s soil, much of the U.s. foreign
policy debate centers on exactly what has
changed for the good since.
of course, what makes the headlines
are the signs that peace is not yet at
hand. “We hear a lot about the war,”
said terry Mason, professor of curriculum
studies at the IU school of Education.
“But what people don’t hear a lot about
is the development work that’s going on
over there.”
Mason directs the center for social
studies and International Education
(cssIE), established more than 40 years
ago as the social studies Development
center. It has several ongoing projects,
but likely none as potentially challenging as the higher Education Project in
afghanistan. Funded by the U.s. agency

coUrtEsy MItZI LEWIsoN

education facul
A workshop for Afghanistan teacher
across the country.

for secondary teachers about how to have
peaceable conversations, which is not always part of the culture. We’re presenting
typical issues that happen in afghanistan
and how students might talk about that
in ways where they respect multiple viewpoints. It’s been pretty darn interesting.”
the results are evident. Last March,
Lewison and Mason attended a graduation ceremony at Kabul Education
University for 41 afghans earning master’s
of education degrees, including those
who studied at IU. teacher educators
have also formed an association for math
and science teachers across the country sponsored by the higher Education
Project. Math education professor Enrique
galindo joined Mason for the association’s
first conference in august.
“It’s really the afghan teacher educators themselves that are creating and
sustaining this organization,” Mason said.
“We sponsored their first conference, they
adopted a set of bylaws, they elected
officers, and they had a chance to share
ideas about math and science teaching.
It was really the culmination of the work
on math and science teacher education
curriculum that we’ve been doing for the
last five years.”
Looking over the teachers gathered for
that event, Mason felt afghan education
took a large step forward. “seeing every-

ty who will teach English in 18 unive

rsities

one — 250 participants who constituted
basically all the math and science teacher
educators in afghanistan — all in one
room,” he said.,“you really got a sense
that something powerful was occurring.”
that sense is also present in other
cssIE projects. Providing professional
development for all middle school math
and science teachers in Macedonia has
been the focus of another UsaID-sponsored grant. since 2006, faculty from
the IU school of Education have traveled
to Macedonia to conduct workshops to
promote inquiry and project-based teaching methods in those subjects. Mason
and cssIE are also continuing longstanding work through the civitas International
Education Exchange Program. the IU
school of Education became involved
when the U.s. Department of Education started the first exchanges in 1995
designed to pair educators from Eastern
Europe, the former soviet Union, africa,
asia, and Latin america with counterparts
from the United states. the school of
Education began exchanges with Latvia,
Lithuania, and Estonia, then expanded to
Malawi and India in 2008.
In october, Mason joined U.s. ambassador to India tim roemer, the former
U.s. representative from Indiana’s 3rd
District, for a celebration of student work
produced by participants in “Project citi-

zen.” that program encourages students
to examine public policy issues in their
communities and recommend solutions.
Mason said the display was impressive —
particularly to the ambassador.
“sometimes in those situations, public
officials agree to come to events like this
but they usually make a very perfunctory
appearance — just shake some hands and
leave,” Mason said. “Well, ambassador
roemer stayed around. he met with all
the kids, reviewed and discussed their
projects, delivered an inspiring speech
and handed out awards.”
Mason added that the ambassador
was glad to see his home state institution
involved in such important educational
work in India. “In terms of the future of
U.s. foreign policy in that region, they’re
looking to India to be a stabilizing force,”
he said. “When you consider afghanistan,
Pakistan, Bangladesh, and other countries
in the region, India — although it has
challenges — is certainly the most stable,
certainly the most rapidly-emerging as a
world economy.”
so with such importance placed in the
country, the effort has hit the ground running. a delegation from India and Malawi
— a developing country in southeast
africa — spent several days in the U.s. to
start the exchange in 2008, stopping in
Washington, D.c. to meet with congres-

“Seeing everyone —
250 participants who
constituted basically
all the math and science teacher educators
in Afghanistan –– all
in one room. You really got a sense that
something powerful
was occurring.”
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Four faculty from Afghanis tan who earned master’s degrees at IU.

sional staff and the U.s. Department
of Education, then attending a civic
education conference and meetings at IU
Bloomington. rob helfenbein, associate
professor of teacher education at the
IU school of Education in Indianapolis,
traveled to the countries with Mason in
December 2008 to lay the groundwork
for the project.
During the visit to India last october,
Mason and a delegation conducted
workshops with teachers to help prepare
civic education curriculum and work
on best practices for teaching. arlene
Benitez, associate director of cssIE,
rebecca reeder, a retired teacher from
Northern Indiana, scott Frye, a former
teacher from Mooresville, Ind., and Dan
Prinzing, education director for the Idaho
human rights Education center, made
up the rest of the team. Workshops took
place in Delhi and in the southern state
12 • Chalkboard
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of Kerala, more than 1,500 miles away.
Educators from Malawi joined them from
the Kerala workshop.
“We regularly identify either new curriculum programs that we want to start, or
ones that we want to consolidate by training new groups of teachers or conducting
‘training of trainers’ workshops,” Mason
said. “It’s always a question of expanding
what we’ve already done and then finding
ways to initiate new projects.”
Now part of cssIE’s focus is shifting to
turkey and armenia. turkey is a democratic country seen as a vital partner for
regional stability, with borders touching
the former soviet Union, Iraq, and syria.
armenia has been a historic rival that has
no formal governmental relations with
turkey. the border between the two countries is closed.
a project sponsored by the U.s.
Embassy in turkey and partnering with
the center for Urban and Multicultural
Education (cUME) at IUPUI will bring
teachers from turkey and armenia who
teach English as a second language to IU
for a six-week institute. “the purpose will
be to help establish connections between
these teachers so that when they go back
they’ll be able to carry on virtual exchang-

es using the internet between classes
of students,” Mason said. Ultimately,
the English teachers will learn methods
that might help close the gaps between
neighbors. “the idea is to help these
teachers develop teaching strategies that
would focus on issues of interest to both
armenian students and turkish students,
for the ultimate purpose of helping reconcile the differences between the citizens
of those countries.”
the work there will be amidst definite
tensions, Mason said. Despite that, he
said many people from the two nations
share the will to find a way past the differences. and after all, he can reflect on
previous experiences and know that many
difficulties can be overcome. the success
of the afghanistan higher Education
Project has provided an encouraging
blueprint.
“It’s really gratifying to see that many
obstacles have been overcome and that
we are making a significant impact in the
ways that these higher education institutions are being run,” Mason said.

coUrtEsy MItZI LEWIsoN

“It’s really gratifying to
see that many obstacles
have been overcome
and that we are making a signiﬁcant impact
in the ways that these
higher education institutions are being run.”

Alumni

Profile

Alumnus, former faculty member on
the front lines of his research topic

coUrtEsy chUcK carNEy
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owhere in the U.s. is more known for
the struggles over illegal immigration
than the state of arizona. an estimated halfmillion undocumented immigrants are there.
and because of recent events, an IU school
of Education alumnus said they and other
Latinos in the state are traumatized.
From a research standpoint, carlos ovando, Ma’69, PhD’78 couldn’t be in a better
place. a professor of curriculum, instruction,
educational leadership and policy studies
at arizona state University, ovando enjoys
a rich laboratory of data virtually in his front
yard. his primary research focus is factors
that contribute to the academic achievement of language minority and ethnically diverse students. Because of what’s happening
in arizona now, he’s studying such factors on
the other side of the U.s.-Mexican border.
In June, the arizona legislature passed
and the governor signed arizona senate
bill 1070, known as the “support our Law
Enforcement and safe Neighborhoods act.”
championed by supporters of cracking
down on illegal immigrants, it requires any
immigrant 14 and older in the country for
longer than 30 days to register with the
federal government. those aliens must carry
documents at all times. Failure to register
or lacking proper documents can bring a
punishment from $100 and 20 days in jail
for a first offense to 30 days detention for a
second offense. critics call the law draconian
and a measure that institutionalizes racial
profiling by law enforcement.
ovando said the law is having an effect
in Mexico few have really considered. “the
Mexican government has identified the
states that export a lot of Mexicans to the
U.s. in large numbers,” ovando said. “If you
go to these towns, you see mostly women
and older people, sometimes children; but
the men are here (in the U.s.).” Families that
had been raising their children in the United
states have split, leaving the men on the
U.s. side to earn money, fearing if they go
to Mexico they’ll never be able to return.
Largely U.s.-educated students are turning
up in larger numbers in Mexican schools.
“this is a brand-new dynamic,” ovando
said. “What we discovered is that the
Mexican system is not prepared to deal with
these kids.”
through his work in the school of trans-

border studies at arizona state, ovando is
looking into these problems resulting from
the stiff legislation. students who may be
culturally american are returning to Mexican
schools — if they can get in (school is not
free and compulsory in Mexico) — and
struggling. “historically, if you left Mexico
for the U.s., instead of seeing you as sort of
an economic warrior or somebody out there
doing the best you can to help your people,
you were kind of put down by those who
stay,” ovando said. as a result, the bi-cultural students are often shunned in their home
country — just as they have been turned
away by the U.s. ovando is now researching the the plight of these students. “We’re
arguing that these kids should be valued for
the cultural capital they bring,” he said.
ovando is aware of the struggles a new
student can face in a new land and the
reason cultural capital should be valued.
as a pre-teen, he moved from his native
Nicaragua to Middlebury, Indiana, a hamlet
tucked between angola and Elkhart in far
northern Indiana, just south of the Michigan state line. among his first experiences
as a native spanish-speaking 12 year old
was receiving a paddling in the principal’s
office for speaking spanish during class. his
father, once the chaplain to the Nicaraguan
president, sent ovando to Bethany christian
high school in goshen, spurred to make the
move after ovando said a member of his
church reported him hanging out at a local
pool hall.
the positive influence of an educator with
a different viewpoint made the difference.
“I found a teacher who really appreciated
me and respected what I had linguistically,”
ovando said. he remembers the teacher
— rosemary Wise — fondly for recognizing his potential. “It was my first moment
that sort of sparked my interest in the world
of ideas,” he said. soon after, he earned
the second-highest score on a statewide
spanish test. scholarship offers arrived
for college, leading him to attend Indiana
University Bloomington for master’s and PhD
work. ovando received a PhD in curriculum,
instruction and international comparative
education in 1975, a master’s degree in
Latin american studies and political science
in 1973, and a master of arts in teaching in
spanish in 1969 at IUB.

Carlos Ovando

after completing his doctorate, ovando
joined the faculty at the University of alaska
in anchorage, then went to the University
of southern california and oregon state
University. then ovando said he got a call
from IU school of Education faculty member
Norman overly, his dissertation director. “he
said ‘come back home,” ovando said. so
he joined the faculty in the department of
curriculum and instruction, eventually rising
to become chair. “It was a very sweet and affirming kind of experience for me,” he said.
“It allowed me to think freely here, unfettered by a lot of things.”
after distinguishing himself as IU faculty,
earning two teaching excellence awards
from the school of Education, ovando
joined arizona state in 2001. there he has
distinguished himself through his research
on the effects of globalization on education
reform. he’s worked on several international
projects, including serving as a consultant in
a cooperative initiative between Mexico and
the U.s. to promote the teaching of English
in Mexican public schools.
the rise to distinguished professor and
researcher from Nicaraguan immigrant is
one of the reasons the Indiana University
Latino alumni association awarded him
with the Distinguished Latino alumni award
in october. “Dr. ovando exemplifies the
potential of what IU graduates can achieve,”
said gavin Mariano, of the Latino alumni
association. “his commitment to education and support for the Latino community,
among other factors, made him a perfect
fit for what the Distinguished Latino alumni
award stands for.”
ovando credited his IU experience with
giving him the start. “I was a full-time student in every one of the programs that I did
here, so I felt privileged to be able to sort
of incubate in Bloomington,” he said. “It’s a
nice nesting environment.”
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The U.S. Department of Education has
selected the Indiana University School of
Education to receive $749,853 to create
a teacher education curriculum supporting problem-based learning (PBL).
The unique program called “PBL-TECH:
Using Web 2.0 Tools and Resources to
Support Problem-Based Curricular Innovations in Pre-Service Teacher Education,”
will partner IU with the Auburn University
College of Education and the College of
Education at New Mexico State University
over the next three years. The project’s goal
is to increase new teachers’ ability to use
the latest technology with problem-based
learning techniques at the three institutions, while establishing the latest teaching
innovations in the programs and then disseminating those resources and strategies
in different parts of the country.
“We thought that synergy and collaboration of three institutions in disparate areas
of the country focusing on three different
teaching populations would really strengthen the grant proposal,” said Thomas Brush,
associate dean for teacher education and
associate professor of instructional systems
technology at the IU School of Education.
“We were looking to expand the reach of
this to a broader audience throughout the
country.”
Middle schools across the country
are suspending children with alarming
frequency, particularly in some large urban
school districts, where a third or more of
their black male students are suspended in
a given year, according to a study release in
September by education researchers Daniel
J. Losen of the Civil Rights Project and
Russell Skiba, director of the Equity Project
at Indiana University, and distributed by the
Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC).
Skiba directs the Equity Project at Indiana University’s Center for Evaluation and
Education Policy (CEEP) in the IU School
of Education. Losen is a senior education
law and policy associate at the Civil Rights
Project at the University of California Los
Angeles.
The study found that African-American
children are suspended far more frequently
than white children in middle school, causing them to miss valuable class time during
a crucial period in their academic and social
development.
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Russ Skiba

In a national sample of more than 9,000
middle schools, 28.3 percent of black males,
on average, were suspended at least once
during a school year, nearly three times
the 10 percent rate for white males. Black
females were suspended more than four
times as often as white females (18 percent
vs. 4 percent). For all students in the schools
examined, the suspension rate was 11.2 percent. Hispanic males faced a 16.3 percent
risk of suspension.
A recently-published report on best
practices in “internationalizing” teacher
education noted the Cultural Immersion
Projects at the Indiana University School
of Education as an innovative program
among three profiled. “Internationalization
of Teacher Education: Three Case Studies”
is a publication of NAFSA: Association of
International Educators written by Charlotte
West.

Cultural Immersion Projects in Kenya

West noted that around a quarter of
all IU School of Education undergraduate
students participate, and it’s the thirdlargest study abroad program on the IU
campus.”As new teachers graduate from
schools of education, their task is not only
to adopt a global perspective in their instruction, but also to transfer that awareness
to their own K-12 students,” West wrote.
The Cultural Immersion Project’s Overseas Project sends student teachers through
a rigorous program, including a preparatory
phase spanning at least two semesters, followed by a minimum of 10 weeks of student
teaching in Indiana. Students then travel
abroad for eight weeks of full-time teaching
in a host-nation school, coupled with community participation, cultural study, service
learning and academic reporting. Students
can choose from 15 countries, ranging in
diversity from Australia to Turkey to Wales
to Ecuador.
Faculty and staff from the IU School
of Education at IUPUI spent three days
in Shelbyville in early June to cap off a
few months of working with teachers
to more effectively use technology. The
Indiana Department of Education’s “Learning Technologies Grant” provided funding
to the Shelbyville Central Schools Corporation, which chose to use the funding to form
a partnership with the School of Education
at IUPUI starting in August 2009. Faculty
and staff traveled to Shelbyville to work
with teachers from elementary through high
school over the duration of the school year,
then concluded with an
intensive summer institute on teaching with
technology June 7-9.
“This was really an
opportunity for teachers to explore with
some of the digital
tools that they already
have available and
maybe didn’t know
about, but most importantly this experience
challenged teachers to
rethink the way they’re
using technology,” said
Joanna Ray, Director of
Online Development
for the IU School of

courtesy Joanna Ray, Chuck Carney

Grant supports PBL research, IUPUI faculty and staff
support technology use
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For the second year, a School of
Education professor was part of an
IU delegation traveling to Rwanda
to deliver original books as part of
the “Books & Beyond Project”
the collaborative service-learning project
connects students in IU’s global Village
Living-Learning center, high school students in
New Jersey, and african primary school pupils in
rwanda who collaborate on storytelling, writing and
publishing new books. this year’s book, called The World is
Our Home, Vol. 2, includes stories by the New Jersey and rwandan students.
the IU party distributed the books at the Kabwende Primary center located in
Kinigi, Northern Province, on June 24.
the books will be used to help students of varying ages. While designed
as a children’s book, The World is Our Home uses language at around three
levels of English usage. “so some of the early ones are basically alphabet stories or very simple stories of just a few words on each page going up to kind
of a low intermediate EsL level,” said Beth samuelson, assistant professor in the Department of Literacy,
culture and Language Education in the IU school of Education and faculty coordinator of the project.
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A Shelbyville teacher working with an iPad

Director of Online Development at the IU
School of Educ. at IUPUI, Joanna Ray, helps
a teacher.

A Rwandan
student reads
a “Books and
Beyond” book.

Education in Indianapolis. ray
said she, graduate chair and
associate professor Dr. Beth
Berghoff, and other faculty and
staff had been working with two
groups of shelbyville teachers since august of 2009. they
worked with a cadre of 36 high
school and middle school teachers once a month, then worked
with another 36 elementary
and middle school teachers in
a second cadre twice over the
semester.
On May 17, 250 students
Kids Inquiry Conference students show their project.
from Indianapolis Public
Schools and the Indianapolis
Project School came to the IU School of
clinical assistant Professor in teacher
Education at IUPUI for the first annual
Education Paula Magee and assistant Pro“Kids Inquiry Conference.” school of
fessor of teacher Education ryan Flessner
Education faculty worked with teachers and
organized the event. Magee said she began
students at the schools over many months
going to schools just under a year ago to
to develop plans and facilitate students
start helping teachers prepare students to
examining science projects of their choice
conduct inquiry projects. In addition to IU
using an inquiry method. the concluding
faculty, many school of Education students
conference allowed students to talk about
also took part in the project. the students in
what they examined, how they examined it,
the conference were mostly 4th through 7th
and what they learned while also allowing
other students to ask questions and discuss
the findings.

graders from IPs stephen Foster school #67
and the Indianapolis Project school.
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Four receive

Distinguished Alumni awards

Earlene L. Holland, Douglas C. Harris, Keith J. Jepsen, Youngsoo Kim

t

he Indiana University school of Education honored four of its outstanding
alumni on Friday, oct. 29 at the 33rd annual IU school of Education Distinguished alumni awards presentation. the group of honorees has collectively
had great impact on education, access to higher education, business leadership, and even shaping part of the IU Bloomington campus student services.
the 2010 honorees include the former director of the american college testing (act) program, an advisor to the office of the president of the republic of
Korea, a former college provost and Indiana Department of Education program
director, and a longtime leader in some of the largest companies in the U.s.
the recipients are:
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Douglas C. Harris, MS’64, EdD’68,
who has had a great impact both on
education and the business world since
earning his degrees from Indiana University, but achieved early recognition
while still a graduate student. Dean of
students Bob schaefer selected harris
to start an academic advising program,
beginning with the school of Business.
Its success resulted in the eventual
campus-wide program now part of
University Division. since earning a
doctoral degree in higher education
and counseling, harris spent over 30
years in senior management level positions with three of the largest and most
recognized companies in the U.s. harris retired as vice president and chief
personnel officer of Knight ridder, the
second-largest newspaper company
in the country when the Mcclatchy
company bought it in 2006, and was
also an executive at United airlines and
Peat Marwick & Mitchell.
“I am always so proud when I have
the opportunity to tell people I got my
master’s and doctorate from Indiana
University,” harris said as he accepted
his award.
Keith J. Jepsen, EdD’74, who has
over 43 years of experience in higher
education finance at international,
national, state, and university levels.
Jepsen is now president of the global
student Loan corporation, a company
he co-founded 11 years ago to specialize in private student loans for distance
learners and international students.
he is regarded as a national leader in
the areas of strategic use of financial
aid and the use of technology to improve service to students and improve
financial aid office efficiency. Jepsen is
chairman of the Board of the National
student clearinghouse, the non-profit
organization that maintains a comprehensive registry of higher education
student data. For 9 years, Jepsen was
the assistant vice president and director
of act, the non-profit that administers the act college entrance exam.
While there, he created and managed
the unit that would become the U.s.

Department of Education’s central
Processing system for title IV federal
student aid—the system that processes
all applications, calculates eligibility,
and notifies students and educational
institutions of the results.
a generous contributor to the school
of Education, he has funded the Keith
Jepsen International study scholarship.
It provides Jepsen scholars resources to
participate in the cultural Immersions
overseas Project, which sends student
teachers to work in 15 countries around
the world. the idea for the scholarships
began when he and his wife Kathleen
Dore successfully enticed their children
to learn a foreign language by promising a post-college graduation trip to
the country where they could speak a
new language fluently. “It worked so
well we said we ought to apply this
nationwide,” Jepsen said. “Let’s start
where you can get the biggest bang
for your buck, and that would be at IU
school of Education. so that led to the
scholarships.”
Earlene L. Holland, EdSp’80, who
has enjoyed a long and varied education career ranging from music teacher
to university provost. she began as
a teacher in the greater Jasper (Ind.)
consolidated schools, later became a
principal in Bloomfield, and then superintendent in Linton and Bunker hill.
Following that experience, she became
the associate director of Program Development for the Indiana Department
of Education. she left state government
to become a professor, the director of
educational graduate programs and
the masters of education program, and
finally provost at oakland city University in oakland city, Ind. holland has assisted colleges and universities nationwide to develop masters and doctorate
programs in educational leadership.
holland spoke fondly of how the
school of Education faculty challenged
her. “We had tough professors,” she
said. “But you know what? as big as
Indiana University was and still is, it was
very personal.”

Update

Youngsoo Kim, PhD’83, an internationally-recognized expert in the research
areas of message design in online
learning and instructional design based
on cognitive theories and emerging
technologies. Kim is a professor of educational technology at Ewha Womans
University in seoul, Korea where she has
served on the faculty since 1985. she
has been Ewha’s Dean of the college
of Education, Dean of the admissions
office, Director of Ewha’s Multimedia
Education Institute, and Director of
the Institute for teaching and Learning. starting last year, Kim became an
advisor to the office of the president of
the republic of Korea, serving on the
advisory committee to the secretary of
Education, science, and culture. since
earning her PhD in instructional systems
technology from the IU school of Education in 1983, Kim received the 1998
International contribution award from
the association for Educational communications and technology, among
other awards. she has been a visiting
professor at the National Institute of
Multimedia Education in Japan and a
research scholar at san Francisco state
University. Kim has served as president
of three educational media and technology associations in Korea, being a
founding member for the Korean association for Educational Information and
Broadcasting and the Korean society
for Educational technology.
“the learning experience in Ist
has given me strength, courage, and
confidence to initiate the founding of
Korean academic associations in the
field of educational technology and
educational information media,” Kim
said. “Further, an international mindset
based on the overseas study experience
at IU inspired me to create international
learning communities.”
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Before 1960

Adolph F. Winter, Bs’39, writes that he is
93 years old and recovering from kidney stent
surgery. a retired cEo for sedwall Manufacturing co., he lives with his youngest son in
Wheaton, Ill.
“since moving to sun city, ariz.,” writes
Georgia Vorgang Kovacic, Bs’41, “I have
become a member of the Northwest Valley
(arizona) chapter of the IU alumni association.
I have enjoyed being with so many strong IU
supporters,” Kovacic, who worked in the Indiana
and colorado school systems before retiring in
1973, adds, “I still enjoy reading about IU and
watching basketball.”
In February, Donald C. “Danny” Danielson, Bs’42, LLD’94, of New castle, Ind., was
inducted into the Junior achievement of central
Indiana Business hall of Fame. the hall honors
prominent business leaders who have made a
lasting impression on their businesses and communities. Danielson is a member of the IU East
Board of advisors and is also the longest-serving
member of the IU Board of trustees, having
served from 1959 to 1980. he and his wife, Patty
(Peterson), Ba’45, were instrumental in raising
funds leading to the establishment of IU East’s
Danielson center in New castle.
Baseball I-Man Guy L. Wellman Jr., Bs’43,
retired in 1990 as the minor league field supervisor for the Los angeles Dodgers. he also served
as director of the team’s adult fantasy baseball
camp in Florida, an annual event in which participants played with Dodger players and took
workshops from former Dodger baseball greats.
after World War II, Wellman spent two seasons
as a player with the cincinnati reds before being picked up by the Dodgers — then located
in Brooklyn, N.y. — in 1948. he stayed with the
Dodgers until he was called up for the Korean
War in 1950. Wellman then worked as a highschool football, basketball, and baseball coach,
returning to the Dodger organization as a scout
in 1961. he held various jobs during his time
with the Dodgers, including catching instructor,
field and general manager of the instructional
league, Midwest scouting supervisor, and Major
League scout. Wellman, who received the Iassociation’s Zora g. clevenger award in 1997,
lives in Flat rock, N.c.
John M. Davis, Bs’56, Ms’59, EdD’72, has
retired as director of the southern association of
colleges and schools’ commission on Elementary and Middle schools. he lives in atlanta.
Paul M. Nemecek, Ms’57, is the past
president of founding librarian of the czech
and slovak american genealogy society of
Illinois. the society recently named its research
library the Paul M. Nemecek Library in his honor.
Nemecek is retired from teaching mathematics at Lyons township high school and lives in
Lagrange Park, Ill.
Sandra Jones Obremskey, Bs’58, Ms’91,
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In 1958, while teaching in gary, Ind., and pursuing graduate studies in education at IU,
J. Calvin McCray, Ms’56, EdD’67, traveled to England on a Fulbright scholarship. Waiting
to meet him and his wife, Vivian, Ms’56, as they disembarked their ocean liner at southampton was Lady Nancy astor, the first woman to sit as a Member of Parliament in the British house of commons. astor, who was in her late 70s at the time, was head of the Fulbright
Program in great Britain. she remained in touch with the couple throughout their stay in
England, and even arranged a breakfast meeting with the Queen Mother at st. James’s
Palace in London. While dining, the Queen Mother took a call from her daughter, Queen
Elizabeth II, who was visiting chicago for the opening of the st. Lawrence seaway. on
hearing that her mother was entertaining two guests from chicago, the Queen asked that
calvin Mccray be put on the phone, and the two talked at length about his hometown. the
friendship with astor is recounted in calvin Mccray’s book Ebb Tide: Nancy Astor’s Greatest
Challenge, published by g Publishing in 2008. calvin Mccray is a professor emeritus of
education at Michigan state University. a World War II veteran and former pilot, he taught
in guatemala, Japan, Zambia, and Zimbabwe during his tenure at MsU. Vivian Mccray is a
retired schoolteacher. the couple lives in southfield, Mich.

was one of several IU alumni volunteers honored
during the annual cream & crimson alumni
Weekend in June. she received the IU alumni
association’s President’s award, the highest
honor the association bestows upon alumni
volunteers. obremskey and her husband, Peter,
Bs’58, LLB’61, a former IU trustee, founded the
herman B Wells (Boone county, Ind.) chapter of
the IU alumni association. she currently serves
on the chapter’s board. sandra obremskey
served as the IUaa’s vice chairwoman from 1996
to 1997 and chairwoman from 1998 to 1999.
she is a retired school counselor. the obremskeys live in Lebanon, Ind.
In January, actress, dancer, and musician
Beverly Hubbell Mendoza, Bs’59, joined the
second strings orchestra in Los angeles. she
has performed and worked as an intern with a
Noise Within repertory theater company and
worked backstage at the alex theater, both in
glendale, calif. Mendoza is also a student at
the Pasadena Dance theater and attends three
90-minute ballet classes weekly. a former member of the singing hoosiers, she planned to attend the ensemble’s 60th anniversary celebration
banquet and concert on March 27. Mendoza’s
late husband, Calvin K. Hubbell, Bs’57, JD’60,
and late son, calvin K. hubbell Jr., Ba’85, both
attended IU, and her grandson, stephen ross
hubbell, is now a student at IU. another son, s.
ross hubbell, is a lawyer and well-known jazz
guitarist. Mendoza lives in Montrose, calif.

1960s

Donald A. Buckeye, Mat’61, EdD’68, taught
mathematics for 50 years — the last 34 at university level. he retired as a professor of mathematics at Eastern University of Michigan. Buckeye
lives in ypsilanti, Mich.
John A. Dittmer Jr., Bs’61, Ma’64, PhD’71,
is the author of The Good Doctors: The Medical
Committee for Human Rights and the Struggle
for Social Justice, published by Bloomsbury
Press in 2009. a professor emeritus of history at

DePauw University in greencastle, Ind., Dittmar
gave the commencement address and received
an honorary degree from DePauw University in
2009. he lives in Fillmore, Ind.
Richard L. Krueger Sr., Bs’62, Ms’65, is
retired as the Delaware state supervisor of school
librarians and Kent county (Del.) Library director.
a member of the IU singing hoosiers from 1958
to 1962, Krueger lives in smyrna, Del.
Jon M. Millman, Bs’62, Ms’66, has been
named 2010 outstanding alumnus of silver
creek high school in sellersburg, Ind. Prior to his
retirement, Millman was assistant superintendent
of West clark community schools, and served as
principal of silver creek Junior high school. he
lives in sellersburg.
the Federal republic of germany and the
german army association have presented
retired U.s. army col. William F. Ryall, Bs’62,
Ms’68, with the officers cross of honor. he
received the award at a ceremony commemorating the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall. the award was presented to ryall for his
past work in initiating Partnership for Peace
projects and for promoting german-american
relations. he works as an adjunct professor in the
IU school of continuing studies at the southeast
campus. ryall lives in New albany.
the conflict between North and south during
the civil War reached far beyond american soil,
argues Howard Jones, Bs’63, Ma’65, PhD’73, in
Blue and Gray Diplomacy, published in January
by the University of North carolina Press. the
book is an examination of Union and confederate foreign relations during the civil War from
both European and american perspectives.
University research Professor of history at the
University of alabama, baseball I-Man Jones is
the author or editor of more than a dozen books,
including Abraham Lincoln and a New Birth of
Freedom: The Union and Slavery in the Diplomacy of the Civil War and Union in Peril: The
Crisis Over British Intervention in the Civil War.
he lives in Northport, ala.

Class
In the spring, Larry L. Didlo, Ms’64, was
presented with a certificate from the Veterans
affairs Department of appleton (Wis.) clinic for
almost 1,500 hours of service with the Winnebago transportation Medical service team.
he works as a substitute teacher for the ripon
(Wis.) area school District. Didlo writes that he
is about to publish his second paperback book
with authorhouse in Bloomington, Ind., and is
considering returning to graduate school. he
lives in oshkosh, Wis.
Donald S. Kachur, Bs’64, Ms’66, EdD’71,
is lead author of Classroom Walkthroughs to
Improve Teaching and Learning, published by
Eye on Education. the book, written to help
principals and other administrators succeed as
instructional leaders, features 18 different models
of walkthroughs that have been successfully
implemented in schools across the country.
Kachur was a professor of education at Illinois
state University in Normal, Ill., until his retirement
in 1999. During his tenure at IsU, he served as
interim chair for both the Department of curriculum and Instruction and the Department of
Educational administration and Foundations.
Kachur lives in Normal, Ill.
Paulette A. Dittrich, Bs’65, Ms’70, is an
educational psychologist in private practice and
an adjunct professor at Indiana University Northwest. she previously worked as a school principal
in elementary schools in Indiana and Illinois, and
as an elementary and middle school teacher in
public schools in northwest Indiana. Dittrich lives
in chicago.
Robert W. Etgen, Ms’65, celebrated his 60th
wedding anniversary in November 2009. he lives
in Middle Point, ohio.
Willie A. Whitten, EdD’66, is a retired education officer with the U.s. Department of state.
he recently donated the Whitten collection of
Liberian artifacts to the Mathers Museum of
World cultures at IU Bloomington. Whitten lives
in Buford, ga.
Roger A. Cook, Bs’67, Ma’72, is the founder
of greenwood, Ind.-based Educational Video
group, which recently celebrated its 25th year
in operation. cook has written and produced
more than 70 educational programs for use in
classrooms and libraries, including the 24-volume
Great Speeches series. Now semi-retired and
serving as the company’s vice president, cook
lives in greenwood.
“I was hired by comstock Public schools [in
Kalamazoo, Mich.] as an elementary teacher in
1969,” writes Susan Moyer Welbourne, Bs’67.
she adds, “I am retiring in 2010 [after] 41 years!”
Welbourne lives in Kalamazoo.
“I have finally retired after 40 years of teaching special-needs [children],” writes Sandra
Markola Gardner, Bs’68, of Jacksonville, Ill.
Susan Waller Kinnamon, Bs’68, Ms’69, of
akron, ohio, recently completed a term as chairwoman of the greek alumni association at the
University of akron. she serves on the University

of akron’s National alumni Board and the university’s Women’s committee.
“the hoosier spirit is alive and well in
Livingston, N.J.,” write garrett Whitman, Bs’54,
and Donald L. Schwartz, Ms’68. the two
friends enjoy a daily breakfast ritual at seymour’s
Luncheonette in Livingston, N.J. Whitman, an
I-Man in golf, and schwartz, an IU student recruiter, regularly meet at the restaurant, dressed
in IU apparel, to discuss news, sports, and local
gossip. Whitman retired in 2008 as a manufacturer’s representative in the cosmetics industry
and enjoys traveling, golf, and spending quality
time with his seven grandchildren. schwartz
retired after a 31-year career as a photography
instructor and golf coach at Livingston high
school in 1999. he currently photographs
college and high school sports in the N.y./N.J.
area.
In June, Juanita Frazier Mendenhall, Bs’69,
Mat’70, received the american association
of Family & consumer sciences 2010 Distinguished service award in recognition of her
leadership and contributions to the family and
consumer-sciences profession. a retired highschool family and consumer-sciences teacher
with 26 years of experience, Mendenhall has
been associated with the aaFcs for 40 years.
she was the first president of the United states
division of the International Federation of home
Economics, and since 1998 has served on the
United Nations committee on the Family. In
2004 Mendenhall was instrumental in coordinating a disaster-relief program for the island of
grenada after it was devastated by hurricane
Ivan. the Distinguished service award will be
presented in June during the aaFcs’s annual
conference in cleveland. Mendenhall lives in
ridgeway, s.c.
Raymond H. Trapp, Ms’69, is boys’ tennis
coach at reitz Memorial high school in Evansville, Ind. he lives in Newburgh, Ind.

1970s

Louis J. “Jerry” Bobilya, Ms’70, PhD’73,
has retired as vice president for real estate and
economic development at Montreat (N.c.)
college and has been elected to the college’s
board of visitors. Bobilya is executive vice president of the Black Mountain center for research
and technology, developing the Black Mountain
commerce Park and chapman’s cove at Black
Mountain, located 16 miles east of asheville. he
is also leading a move to found an IU alumni
association chapter for asheville and western
North carolina. those interested in participating
in the chapter should e-mail jbobilya@chapmanscove.com. Bobilya lives in Black Mountain,
N.c.
Mary A. Matthews, Ms’70, an Ursuline
sister of Mount st. Joseph in Maple Mount, Ky.,
recently celebrated her 60th year of religious
life. she has ministered in Kentucky, Nebraska,
and New Mexico. Matthews has served as the

Notes

librarian at the Motherhouse in Maple Mount
since 2006.
Frederick A. Haddad, Ms’71, EdD’74, has
retired as a school psychologist after practicing
in both Nevada and arizona. During his career
he published more than 25 research studies
dealing with assessment and intervention and
had numerous presentations at state and national levels. haddad was also an adjunct faculty
member of several universities in arizona for
many years. he and his wife, Carol (Carpenter),
Bs’71, live in henderson, Nev.
Rollin M. Kocsis, Bs’71, is assistant curator
at gallery Fifty six, a Memphis, tenn., fine art
gallery featuring national, local, and emerging
artists. Kocsis lives in Memphis.
Ruth L. Rusie, Ms’72, a 91-year-old retired
teacher, of Martinsville, Ind., garnered the most
votes in a United Way video contest to find how
people promote the organization’s mission in
their own communities. she captured the hearts
of voters in the short video “90 years and still
teaching.” rusie shared the story of her love for
reading with parents and their young children.
as the winner, she was featured in United Way’s
national brand advertising in 2010.
Karl V. Hertz, EdD’73, has retired as Mequon–thiensville (Wis.) school superintendent.
he currently serves as thiensville village president and as ozaukee county supervisor. hertz
is past president of the american association of
school administrators. he lives in thiensville.
Helen L. Mamarchev, Ms’73, recently became ombudsman and assistant to the president
at Florida gulf coast University in Fort Myers,
Fla., where she lives.
David G. Martin, Ba’73, PhD’04, works at
the IU art Museum. his wife, Maureen Martin,
Ba’96, Ma’00, PhD’05, recently received tenure
at William Paterson college in Wayne, N.J. her
book, The Mighty Scot: Nation, Gender, and the
Nineteenth-Century Mystique of Scottish Masculinity, was published in 2009 by sUNy Press.
Dennis H. Congos, Ms’74, is the author of
Starting Out! In College: Proven Strategies for
Academic Success, published by starting out
Inc. the book is designed to increase the chance
of academic success for college-bound highschool seniors, college freshmen, and students in
orientation and learning skills classes. congos is
an academic adviser and learning skills specialist
at the University of central Florida in orlando.
he lives in oviedo, Fla.
In March, U.s. sen. richard Lugar presented
Peggy Robinson Hinckley, Bs’74, with the
inaugural Lugar Education Patriot award at a
presentation also attended by Indiana superintendent of Public Instruction, tony Bennett.
hinckley is superintendent of the Metropolitan
school District of Warren township in Indianapolis, an urban district that includes close to 12,000
students and has a poverty rate of more than 85
percent at some schools. the award is presented
to a school, school corporation, or education
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leader who has demonstrated leadership and
initiative in improving the academic achievement and career preparation of Indiana students.
hinckley has served as Warren township’s
superintendent for nine years, after heading
school systems in river Forest and La Porte. she
was an elementary school teacher for six years
before entering administration. hinckley lives in
Indianapolis.
Gary L. McGrath, EdD’74, retired this summer as dean of student affairs at arizona state
University Polytechnic campus in Mesa. he and
his wife, Kitty, live in gilbert, ariz.
three school of Education alumnae were
among those honored as “outstanding hoosier
Educators” at a ceremony at the Indiana statehouse in May. the recognition of six teachers
overall came from the Indiana superintendent
of Public Instruction tony Bennett as part of
National teacher appreciation Week. the
three school of Education alumnae selected for
demonstrating outstanding teaching are Bobbi
D. Speicher, Bs’74, a second-grade science
teacher at shenandoah Elementary school in
Middletown; Aimee Nickless Harvey, Ba’98,
Bs’00, Ms’09, an English/language arts teacher
at Brownsburg East Middle school in Brownsburg; and Jackie M. Macal, Bs’08, an English
teacher at Batchelor Middle school in Bloomington. speicher lives in Muncie, harvey lives in
Pittsboro, and Macal lives in Bloomington.
Stanley M. Tipton, Bs’74, Ms’79, has been a
fifth-grade teacher at Wolf Lake (Ind.) Elementary school for 36 years. he lives in albion, Ind.
Laura Mathys Gardner, Bs’75, writes, “I
retired on May 28 after 35 years of teaching
in [cincinnati’s] West clermont Local school
District.” she lives in cincinnati.
Kimberly King Smith, Bs’78, Ms’86, is
owner of Kim King smith Events, a bridal
consulting and event planning company in Edinburgh, Ind. For the second successive year, her
company has been voted Best Wedding Planner
in central Indiana by television station WrtV’s
a List. Kim King smith Events has been featured
in numerous publications, including USA Today,
The Indianapolis Star, Indianapolis Monthly, The
(columbus, Ind.) Republic, and Midwest Living
magazine. King smith was recently designated
as an accredited bridal consultant by the association of Bridal consultants. she lives in
Edinburgh.
In april, LeAnn Walters, Bs’78, received a
philosopher of metaphysics degree from the
University of Metaphysical sciences in arcata,
calif. her doctoral dissertation was “handwriting
analysis as a Metaphysician’s Diagnostic tool.”
Walters lives in Newbury Park, calif.
Catherine Coursel Boyer, Bs’79, graduated
in august with an MBa degree in health-care
management from Indiana Wesleyan University.
she lives in Mishawaka, Ind.
Gregory B. Stump, Ms’79, writes, “I retired
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from teaching and coaching in concord (Ind.)
community schools in 2007 — after 35 years.”
he lives in Elkhart, Ind.
Marjorie E. Treff, Ba’79, Ms’04, has been
appointed as a full-time faculty member in the
Master of science in adult Education program
of the IU school of continuing studies. she
returned to higher education after a career in
graphic arts and printing, including running her
own business. treff lives in Fort Wayne, Ind., and
teaches for the IUPUI campus.
Steven R. Weaver, Bs’79, of Minneapolis,
recently retired as an operations manager at
sears, after 31 years with the company. In april,
his wife, chana (hutchinson), Ba’78, was awarded the Distinguished service award by general
Mills Inc., the first non-retiree in the company’s
history to be so honored. she has been director
of category management at gMI for the past 13
years and has worked for the company for more
than 30 years. the couple has one daughter,
rachel, who is a senior at case Western reserve
University in cleveland.

Previously he had served as a superintendent in
Kentucky, alabama, and georgia. Bivens lives in
Frankfort.

1980s

“[I am] getting under way with a longtime
dream of learning to scuba dive,” writes Jana L.
Wirth, Bs’90. she is a first-grade teacher at Vigo
Elementary school in Vincennes, Ind., where she
lives.

Elsa Marston Harik, Ms’80, writing as Elsa
Marston, is the author of Santa Claus in Baghdad: and Other Stories About Teens in the Arab
World, published by Indiana University Press in
December 2009. the book dispels stereotypes
about young people’s lives in the Middle East.
harik is the author of many works of fiction and
nonfiction, mostly for young adults. her books
include Women in the Middle East: Tradition and
Change, The Cliffs of Cairo, and Muhammad of
Mecca, Prophet of Islam. harik lives in Bloomington, Ind.
Brian P. Smith, Bs’81, has been promoted
to executive director of commercial learning
at astraZeneca Pharmaceuticals, where he has
worked for the past 29 years. he and his wife,
Peggy (Duchon), Bs’81, a teacher, recently
relocated to Newark, Del., where the company’s
headquarters are located. they had lived in
ann arbor, Mich., for the past eight years. the
couple’s two children are both students at IU
Bloomington — Kelly, a senior who plans to
graduate in 2010, and Kevin, who entered IU
in the fall. “We are all proud to be hoosiers,”
writes smith.
“In october 2009 I was in sydney, australia,
competing in the World Masters games,” writes
volleyball I-Woman Karin Wallenstein Thomsen,
Bs’82, Ms’90. she adds, “We won a gold medal in
women’s volleyball.” In May she was a standout on
a team that won a silver medal at the UsVBa Nationals in Phoenix. Living in Evergreen, colo., she
works as an office manager/veterinary assistant at
harmony animal Wellness in nearby Kittredge and
is the junior-varsity volleyball coach at Evergreen
high school.
Lester S. Bivens, EdD’85, is superintendant
of the community schools of Frankfort, Ind.

Debra Harmening Gentry, Bgs’89, Ba’91,
Ms’98, PhD’04, is a member of the Department
of Educational Foundations and Leadership in
the Judith herb college of Education at the University of toledo. she teaches classes in learning
and teaching in higher education, organization
and management of student affairs, and student
development theory. she was formerly an assistant professor at the University of southern
Mississippi in hattiesburg.
Nita Levison, ags’89, Bgs’90, Ms’92, is
retired and a volunteer in the student advocates
office at IU Bloomington. she assists students
experiencing difficulties with their studies,
health, and personal problems. Levison is also
active with the Bloomington World Wide Friendship Program, assisting international students.
she lives in Bloomington.

1990s

In June, Allison Canady-Barber, Ms’91, was
appointed chancellor of Western governors
University Indiana, an online, competency-based
university established to expand access to higher
education for Indiana residents. WgU Indiana
offers over 50 online bachelor’s and master’s
degrees in high-demand career fields. a native
hoosier, canady-Barber has more than 20 years
experience in education and public service. she
previously worked for the Pentagon and has
worked as an adjunct professor at georgetown
University. canady-Barber will lead WgU Indiana
from its Indianapolis office.
Linda O’Neil Beeson, Ms’92, retired in December after 25 years of service in the IU school
of Medicine’s office of the Dean. her husband,
John, ’97, is executive director of external affairs
in the school of continuing studies at IU Bloomington. the couple lives in Indianapolis.
Duane S. Nickell, EdD’92, is the author of
Guidebook for the Scientiﬁc Traveler: Visiting
Physics and Chemistry Sites Across America,
published in March by rutgers University Press.
the book is an easy-to-read and accessible
introduction to some of the most fascinating
and intriguing scientific sites in the country,
from breweries to nuclear weapons laboratories. Nickell teaches physics at Franklin central
high school in Indianapolis and is an associate
faculty member at IUPUI. he is the winner of
the Presidential award for Excellence in science
and Mathematics teaching, the nation’s highest
honor for science and mathematics teachers.
Nickell lives in Indianapolis.
after working as a research assistant at the
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University of otago in New Zealand, Andrew U.
Straw, Ba’92, Ms’95, JD’97, has returned to the
U.s. and opened a law practice in goshen, Ind.
his main practice area is in direct-loan repayment planning. straw lives in goshen.
In June, Kimberly L. King-Jupiter, Ms’93,
PhD’98, became dean of albany state University
college of Education in albany, ga. she spent
the previous two years as associate dean and
associate professor in the college of Education
at Lewis University in romeoville, Ill. Prior to that
she spent 11 years in various positions at auburn
University in auburn, ala., leaving as director
of outreach planning and faculty engagement
in the office of the Vice President for University
outreach in 2008.
Deanna Jordan Kauffman, Ms’94, completed her PhD in higher education administration at st. Louis University in May 2008. her
dissertation research focused on the experience
of sophomore resident advisers. Kauffman lives
in the twin cities area of Minnesota with her
husband and two children.
Joyce Pell McDonald, PhD’94, is director of
bids and proposals as well as business development at Pearson assessment Information group,
a subsidiary of Pearson, an international media,
education technology, and publishing company.
she lives in Von ormy, texas.
Jessica L. Tubbs, Bs’94, is an assistant principal at creekside Middle school in carmel, Ind.
she lives in Fishers, Ind.
Patrick J. Murphy, Bs’95, works in the
corporate finance group for WellPoint Inc. in
Indianapolis. he was recently named as one
of Treasury & Risk magazine’s “40 Under 40.”
Murphy and his wife, Deanna (Pucci), Bs’99,
have a son, connor, and welcomed their second
child, Erin Kristine Murphy on sept. 28. they live
in Indianapolis.
In January, four IU alumni became partners
at the Barnes & thornburg law firm in Indianapolis. hamish s. cohen, Ba’94, JD’01, Scott
E. Murray, Bs’95, and Jimmie L. McMillian Jr.,
Ba’98, JD’02, are members of the firm’s litigation
department, while Martin W. Zivitz, Ba’97, JD’00,
is a member of the firm’s business department.
cohen and McMillian live in Indianapolis; Murray
and Zivitz live in carmel, Ind.
Christopher A. Green, MFa’96, Ms’98,
published Rushlight: Poems, and The Social
Life of Poetry: Appalachia, Race, and Radical
Modernism in 2009. he is an associate professor
of English at Marshall University in huntington,
W.V., where he lives with his wife, Jenny Hobson, Ba’95, Ms’98, and their two children.
“after a seven-year journey,” writes Alan A.
Rose, Ms’97, “I released my third cD in august.
American Hands includes 11 original songs
played by an eight-piece band.” rose, a singer
and songwriter whose work draws on rock, pop,
country, and folk, has been active in the Ithaca,
N.y. music scene since the mid-1990s. Prior to

that, he spent nine years playing “colleges,
open-mic nights, and biker bars” in the Philadelphia area. rose lives in Ithaca.

2000s

In June, Joseph P. Heidt, Ms’00, became
president of Providence cristo rey high school
in Indianapolis. an Indianapolis native, he had
been employed in commercial real estate for
the past five years, most recently in Denver.
Previously, heidt had served on the faculty of
archbishop riordan high school in san Francisco from 2000 to 2005. outside of teaching,
he has also held a variety of school leadership positions including co-dean of students,
administrative council faculty representative,
social studies curriculum coordinator, divisional
moderator, and coach. Providence cristo rey
high school is dedicated to bridging the gap
between companies, educators, and students
through offering faith-based college preparatory
education. heidt lives in Indianapolis.
Eric D. Maguire, Ms’00, has relocated to
Ithaca, N.y., with his wife, Loreal (Reuille),
Bs’97, Ms’01. he is vice president for enrollment at Ithaca college and oversees the admissions, student financial services, and marketing
and communications divisions. Loreal is a stayat-home mother raising the couple’s son, Lincoln
hill, who was born in July.
Brian A. Estrada, Ms’04, is an admissions
officer at Dartmouth college in hanover, N.h.
he writes that he and his wife are expecting
their first child in august. Estrada lives in White
river Junction, Vt.
In December 2009, gov. Mitch Daniels and
the Indiana humanities council presented four
IU alumni with the 2009 governor’s award for
tomorrow’s Leaders. the awards were presented
to Alane B. Summers, Bs’05, manager of
corporate events for the greater Indianapolis chamber of commerce; Kylie a. Peppler,
Ba’02, an assistant professor in the IU school of
Education in Bloomington; robert N. gough,
Bs’07, chief executive officer of Bidaroo, an
auction-based Web company he founded to
support not-for-profit organizations; and Mari
yamaguchi, who attended IUPUI, a producer
and community liaison for television stations
WXIN and WttV in Indianapolis. Established
in 2003, the governor’s award honors hoosiers
between ages 19 and 30 who strive for and
attain excellence as entrepreneurial leaders,
volunteers, and scholars. Each honoree received
$1,000 from Vectren corp. to be used as an
educational scholarship or donated to a charity
of the honoree’s choice.
Janice L. Tucker, EdD’05, has been granted
tenure and has advanced to the rank of associate professor at california Lutheran University,
a liberal arts and sciences university located in
thousand oaks, calif. she lives in thousand
oaks.

Notes

Michael W. Wagner, PhD’06, was named
2009 outstanding Educator of the year by the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln, where he is an
assistant professor of political science. Wagner’s
research and teaching interests focus on the
interplay between political elites and the public.
his wife, Rachelle Winkle-Wagner, PhD’06,
is an assistant professor of education at the
University of Nebraska–Lincoln. her research and
teaching focuses on the sociological aspects of
race, class, and gender in higher education. the
Wagners live in Lincoln.
Amy Luck Liljenberg, Ma/Ms’09, is a communications consultant for Electrolux and also
for other clients such as scania and the swedish
Ministry of Finance. she married Erik K. Liljenberg, PDip’08, in Uppsala, sweden, in March.
Erik Liljenberg is a freelance professional violinist
working with the stockholm Philharmonic orchestra, the swedish radio symphony orchestra,
and various other ensembles. the couple lives in
stockholm, sweden.
Snea Thinsan, PhD’09, is assistant professor of English at Ball state University in Muncie,
Ind. his research interests include bilingualism,
multicultural education, critical literacy, critical
pedagogy, distance education, e-learning, and
education for peace, democracy, and social
reform. thinsan lives in carmel, Ind.
The editors gratefully acknowledge the
assistance of the Indiana University Alumni
Association in compiling class notes. To submit
information, write to the Alumni Association
at 1000 E. 17th St., Bloomington, IN 47408,
or visit the IUAA on the Web at www.alumni.
indiana.edu.

CORRECTION:
In the spring issue of Chalkboard (page
7), Lyndall Bass was credited as being
the creator of “one of four designs
selected for the reverse side of the
2010 Lincoln Bicentennial Penny.” The
story continued, “The U.S. Mint is issuing the new penny in recognition of
the bicentennial of President Abraham
Lincoln’s birth and the 100th anniversary of the ﬁrst issuance of the Lincoln
cent.” In fact, the original Lincoln penny,
known as the “Wheat Ears” cent, came
into circulation in 1909. In 2009 the
penny was updated for a limited edition
celebrating the bicentennial of Lincoln’s
birth. The reverse featured four different designs — depictions of Lincoln’s
childhood home, his formative years,
his professional life, and his presidency.
Bass’s design is for a different edition
of the coin — the 2010 Lincoln Union
Shield Cent.
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Indiana University School of Education
Honor Roll of Donors July 1, 2009 to June 30, 2010
Charitable contributions from alumni and friends provide the critical funding necessary to purchase state-of-the-art educational
technology, fund new initiatives, and enhance curriculum, as well as award students with scholarships and fellowships to
encourage their excellence.
The School of Education gratefully acknowledges individuals and corporations that made gifts during the past fiscal year.
Following is a list of Dean’s Fellows — those donors who generously gave $100 or more. Although limited space does not allow
us to include the names of the many generous contributors who provided contributions of less than $100, we thank them for
helping us further our mission.

Dean’s Fellows
$5,000 or more:
Wendell W.
Wright Society
$2,500–$4,999:
Henry Lester
Smith Society
$1,000–$2,499:
Dean’s Circle
$500–$999:
Sustaining Fellows
$250–$499:
Supporting Fellows
$100–$249:
Contributing Fellows

Wendell W. Wright Society
richard & Mary allesee
†ruth J. asdell
richard E. Bishop, Ed.D.
sue M. galvin
craig & Linda grannon
shelly & Maurice stephen
harkness
†Kenneth g. & Marilyn D. harp
sara & William hatlem
Marcia & Jay B. hunt
Betty M. Jarboe
Penny Lampros & Barry smith
†E. sue Metzger, Ed.D.
charles r. Neatrour, Ed.D.
Barbara & stephen ryner
cynthia & William simon
Jacki L. stutzman
glenn M. swisher, sr.
robert h. Wade, Ed.D.
Mary Margaret Webb, Ed.D.
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Henry Lester Smith Society
Joseph P. cangemi, Ed.D.
Linda & thomas howard
*Patricia & thomas oberhausen
*thomas M. tefft
gary D. tudor, Ed.D.

Dean’s Circle
george h. Bock
richard M. carrabine, Ed.D.
grady & Nancy chism
robert E. Draba, Ph.D.
catherine N. Duncan
Jane a. Everitt
sari & Phillip Factor
glenda r. Ferguson
cheryl s. & Edward Fleming
carol a. Franklin, Ed.D.
anne B. Fritz
Enrique galindo, Ph.D.
Joyce & James grandorf
carol J. heckaman
Illo L. heppner
*Dan J. honeycutt
sara & stanley hoover
athena & Frank hrisomalos
Judith & robert hurst
Jamia Jacobsen
younghwan Kim & Mi shon
colleen & thomas Kinder
susan & richard Kiphart
susan Klein & robert agranoff
*Martha E. Knotts
sharon & gary s. Kovener
george D. Kuh, Ph.D.
claudette Lands, Ed.D.
Larry & rosalyn Martin
rose & William Mays
roger & Virginia Merkel
Barbara & J. timothy Morris
Khaula Murtadha, Ph.D.
sandra F. Myers
Lena B. Prewitt, Ed.D.
robert W. Procunier, Ed.D.
stacy & robert reed
Patricia M. rogan, Ph.D.
Wynelle scheerer, Ed.D.
Marie g. schrup, Ed.D.
Myrtle M. servat

Kay & randal soforenko
roberta & Fredric somach
Frank & shirley stekel
harold a. stetzler, Ed.D.
Nancy & rex stockton
*carol & Jack sum
†helen s. & theodore t.
teegarden
ronald J. & Marge Webb
sharon & Lawrence Weiss
James B. Whitehead, Ed.D.
Barbara L. Wilcox, Ph.D.
robert L. Wilhoyte, Ph.D.

Sustaining Fellows
Beverly J. armento, Ed.D.
glenn a. arnold
Patricia L. Baer
Janice & richard Bail
ronald & christine Banaszak
robert B. & M. Louise D Barnett
Jacqueline Blackwell, Ph.D.
christopher & ruth Borman
John & sakae Bowles
Penelope J. Britt
*Beverly & David Butler
charles r. carlson
carrie & David chapman
Martha & charles clifford
Barbara & Jack cooper
glee & Dwight Davis
cherie & Darrin Dolehanty
Burrell & carol Forbis
carol J. Frane
Jennifer & thomas Froehle
suzanne gemmell, Ed.D.
richard c. goldsworthy, Ph.D.
gerardo & Marjorie gonzalez
Lois E. hail
carolyn D. harris
Jerome c. harste, Ph.D.
John h. hess, Ed.D.
Melissa L. heston, Ph.D.
sue c. Beach holm
Elizabeth h. holmes
cheryl & richard honack
helen & gary Ingersoll
*Briana & Jonathan Keller
Virginia & Wayne Kincaid

Karen Nudd King
Deb & Peter Kloosterman
Diana Lambdin & Frank Lester
gary & Victoria Linker
Megan & Douglas Lowrie
Janet & alfred Lucas
shirley & James Mahan
robert c. Marshall
Debra & Kevin Mason
Nick & susan Mccammon
Donald & Mary McMullen
Brian & hope Mcredmond
Monica a. Medina
sondra K. Neal
Nowana Nicholson schroeder
robert a. oppliger, Ph.D.
Jan & Linda Perney
Julie & Mark Peters
Erik Peterson & Elizabeth Wood
Donna & scott Pritchett
Jeffrey a. radnor
Jacquelyn chinnock reid, Ed.D.
*Elizabeth & robert sawicki
Max shaw & susan atteridge
Mary & James siedow
Bonnie L. skorich
helen c. slemons
Betty a. & John smallwood
Emily a. somberg
Presley W. stephens
Linda s. sumis
Jennifer & Larry szafasz
William c. taylor, Ed.D.
John & Mariella tefft
Eugene & Mary tempel
carolyn & Norman terando
Lisa & Eric thaler
Vasti torres
Janice & robert Vernia
Joan M. Warrick
Karen & Brian Wendling
rebecca J. Whitaker
timothy & harriet young

Supporting Fellows
Donald W. adams, Ed.D.
susan K. arnold
William & ann asbury
cola E. ashe

Honor
Phyllis corbett ashworth
carie L. Bailey
sharon r. Baker
Patricia L. Barnes
Jacqueline & David Barrett
Brian a. Bates
sarah J. Baumgart
*Philip & Jessie Beard
Wayne c. Beck
alice Benson
Esther E. Benson
Beth a. Berghoff, Ph.D.
susan & thomas Berry
sam & shirley Bianco
Dixie & Neil Bjurstrom
James c. Blackburn, Ed.D.
Mary K. Blakeslee, Ph.D.
Judith W. Bois
Kathryn & sean M. Bolks
Linda & robert Bond
Victor M.h. Borden, Ph.D
Nancy V. Boyd
Dorothy hawkins Brooks, Ed.D.
cathy a. Brown
Mamie D. Bunch
*Betty & David Bundy
ruth r. carey
sylvia & Joseph carey
Bob & Judith carnal
Bryan & Diane carter
William & Ida cavanaugh
cynthia & John chase
Patricia L. chase
Jian chen & Jia Lin
Vernon c. childs, Ed.D.
Norma J. cobett
Myron & Barbara coulter
*Karen & Philip cox
J. ruth crawford
Janet o. crump
Judith a. curtis
Marion g. Dailey
Margaret D’ambrosio
gary & Katrina Daytner
James Dick, Ed.D.
sandra K. Dolson
carolyn & richard Donaldson
James c. Dum
rosemary a. Dustman
J. carol Ehrsam
Kathleen B. & c. Dale Elifrits
William h. Failey, Jr.
carmen & Linda Felicetti
Jane & Duane Feurer
Ellen & Kenneth gast
cheryl a. gerdt
Virginia & David gibson
alyda & richard gilkey
Martha L. godare
Kathryn E. goddard, Ed.D.
Judy & Michael goldberg
arthur & carolyn gosling
connie r. gregory
Edward & Pamela habrowski

randall & susan halen
Jeanne & David hamernik
rebecca & charles hannon
Darlene L. harbuck
Nancy & scott harkness
ted s. hasselbring, Ed.D.
Matthew J. hayes
*Marlene & richard heeg
grace hoagland, Ed.D.
Peter & Elizabeth honebein
James & Michelle honeyford
Debra & William hornell
carol-anne & Donald hossler
rosalind M. howell
Donald & Jane hunt
John & Nancy hutchings
William E. Jackson
Janice L. Jaen, Ph.D.
terri theil Johns
†Jan h. Jonas, Ed.D. & stephen
Jonas, Ed.D.
Nancy & steven Kellam
Karen & arnold Kirschner
sandra s. Kirts-cantrell
Joan Knapp & DeWayne Enyeart
Jeanne & Eugene Kostiuk
Barbara t. Kretzmeier
cynthia J. Kuhlman, Ph.D.
Nancy K. Lawhorn
Judith & stephen Leggett
sally a. Lied, Ed.D., J.D.
Jean Linsner & Paul heltne
anne & John Lintner
charles & Diane Little
cossette J. Lloyd
Lowell a. Lueck, Ed.D.
Joan & arland MacKinney
L. sandy & Judith MacLean
Frances hurst Madden
Maryann Manning
†carolyn a. Marchese
Mary J. Marggraff
Deborah a. Martin
Mary & Jerry Maynard
Floyd E. Mccain, Jr., Ed.D.
Martha M. Mccarthy, Ph.D.
claudia M. Mcconnell, Ed.D.
Donald L. Mccoy
Phillip & Deanna McDaniel
Denice & thomas McFarland
James J. Mcginty, Ed.D.
Vena & steven Mcgrath
Janet E. Mcgurk
Marilyn & William McVay
James & Marcia Merrins
carrie J. Miller
Jack & Judith Miller
June D. Miller
carolyn a. Mock
Michael Molenda & Janet
stavropoulos
thomas & sharon Moore
roy & Elizabeth Morgan
Judith L. Morton

Patricia a. Muller, Ph.D.
Phyllis a. Neidigh
*Pamela & Michael Niemeyer
thomas D. oakland, Ph.D.
Dwight & Mary orr
richard h. Payne
chao-ying J. Peng, Ph.D.
Beth & James Perkins
Viola N. Perry
Jean c. Pett
Linda E. Pointer
Michael & Bonnie Poston
Benjamin Powers, Jr.
charles W. Puls
Janie D. reeder
*anne & richard reese
rosemary W. rehak, Ed.D.
charles & Maitena reigeluth
sally & William robbins
David & Mary ruby
Marianna & robert savoca
*Jenny & charles schalliol
Pauline & John schone
Beulah M. schrader
*cheryl & gregory schwartz
ruth & Donald shaner
Marna & Loren shapiro
Jill D. shedd, Ph.D.
robert D. sherwood, Ph.D.
Marjorie r. simic
alvin r. smith
ann & David smith
*Brian & Peggy smith
Joshua s. smith
Kari grotness smith
Victor & Kathryn smith
*rebecca & Douglas smock
Barbara & John snepp
James spears & Karen
Engle-spears
Keith & Marlene stearns
Judith L. stockbridge
Jeanne D. strother
Karen & george stubbs
Barbara & george stump
Joy Barkman sullender
James & robin swaney
Elizabeth & Ellis swartzel
Lillian L. thomas
charles & carol thompson
hazel r. tribble
James & Patricia trost
Bette M. Vance
Eugene & suzanne Vanstone
Karla K. Vest
amy & Jeffrey Wanstrath
Joyce Waring
*Jennifer & Daniel Watanapongse
David & sally Webster
Jennifer & Michael Westfall
sandra J. Whittles
*adriane E. Wodey
Jeanne M. Wood
theresa c. yang

Roll

Janet & robert Zilkowski
anthony Zizos
Jeffrey & Joy Zook

Contributing Fellows
ronald & rosalind aaron
susanne Blough abbott &
John abbott
chloe a. adams
Lila & Paul adams
roger L. ahlf
Nancy & Wallace aiken
Neil & carol aiken
ann s. alpert
sandra J. altheide
teresa & Larry amick
John & adelia anderson
Joelle M. andrew
ann andrews & charles Maccluer
Jayne r. andrews
Bryan a. apt
Evelyn & John archer
Betty & Ivan arend
James W. armstrong, Jr., Ed.D.
chester & Josephine arnold
Marcia K. arnold
David J. arseneault, Jr.
Phyllis L. atkins
Michael J. aylesworth
carl s. azzara
Martin Backler & suella Walter
cynthia L. Baden
Jean a. Baehner
Louisa & alexander J. Baer
susan M. Baggerman
christine & Michael Bahr
Mary anne Bailey
Diane & Jack Bainter
helena & harvey Bak
Judith a. Bakehorn
harry & Miriam Baker
Joan M. Baker, Ed.D.
M. Daniel Baker
Don & sharon Balka
Margaret & craig Balliet
Marsha & robert Baltzell
Barbara a. Banks
Marlene V. Barach
richard & Janice Barber
stephenia I. Barkman
Darlene Barnell
geraldine Barnes
alfreda L. Barrett
hilary & Erik Barrett
carolyn s. Bastin
Enid M. Baxter
Betty a. Baylor
gayle c. & Miriam Beanland
John & Maureen Beard
ronald P. Becker
* Donors are credited with employers’
matching gift
† Deceased
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susan D. Becker
William & Mary Bedell
Jill L. Beehler
Joanne a. Beerbower
carol & Brian Bell
Pamela & g. richard Bell
christine & Eric Benedict
V. shannon Bennett
Patricia & carl Benson
clementine h. Benton
Paulette & robert Berger
rebecca h. Berger, Ph.D.
Diane J. Berna
ronald r. Berry
thora E. Berry
richard a. Beymer
Wendy a. Bischoff
Diana s. Black
georgia a. Black
Linda c. Black, Ed.D.
Laurie & Frederick Blackmun
charles r. Blankenship
Jacob Blasczyk, Ed.D.
David K. Blase
Jane & Dean Bledsoe
Mary L. Blinn
allen & Margot Blocher
Jane P. Bloom
annie g. Blount
Judith & Louis Bobb
Mary K. Boike
gregory o. Bolden
sharon E. Booher
William & Dorothy Booth
Forrest K. Borden, Ed.D.
Philip & Wilma Borders
a. Dee & george Bostick
gary a. Bouse, Ed.D.
susan r. Bowman
James a. Boytim, Ed.D.
teresa & christopher Bradburn
J. E. & Virginia Bradbury
ana I. Braulio-corchado, Ed.D.
Josephine Brayboy
Judith & James Brenner
cynthia g. Brewer
Walter c. Bridgewater
Patricia a. Briggs
Martha J. Brinton, Ed.D.
†robert E. Brittain
J. carol Brooks
Lucy E. Brooks
cathy springer Brown &
richard Brown
†gene Meek & Walter L.
Brown, Ed.D.
Lee ann Babcock Brown
J. craig Brubaker, Ed.D.
charlotte & William Brummett
Pamela a. Brzezinski
Bridget E. Buchanan
stephen c. Buckler
Betty J. Buckles
Linda Buckner
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James E. Buffenbarger
Barry L. Bull, Ph.D.
Barbara & Kenneth Burch
anna L. Burger
robert & carolyn Burgess
carolyn L. Burke, Ed.D.
*Janell & Loren Burke
Joyce & James Burrell
sheila M. Burrello
V. Barbara Bush
gilbert & shirley Bushey
andrew Butler
Beverly Byl
Michelle a. calcagni
Michele & David calhoun
Julie a. campbell
Barbara h. capps, Ed.D.
Marcia & alfred capuano
ann M. carey
Nancy carey & charles Banning
Marilyn carlson-spellman & David
spellman
Jill carnaghi & Paul schimmele
aaron c. carpenter
Patricia g. carrow
Jeanne M. carter
amy & Jeffrey caso
Marjorie M. cassady
Erin K. cassity
carol & ronald cates
Mary c. cavallaro, Ed.D.
Virginia L. chambers
Janice E. chance-sampson
young J. chang
Donald B. chapin
Danny L. chapman
*thomas D. charles
cheryl & Jordan cheifetz
geraldine E. chen
garland & Judy chilton
Jane christophersen &
William Kegley
Fredric r. churchill
Elmer & Elizabeth ciancone
Elsie s. clark, Ed.D.
odessa clark
christopher & shirley clarke
Effie h. clay
Laura P. clifford
Mark E. cline
carol & Bruce clyde
ruth E. cobb
Jerry P. coffman
ralph & Margaret coffman
Marlene & gary cohen
Elinor & robert cole
Marvin M. cole, Ed.D.
richard E. coleman
richard a. collins
richard a. collison
Elnora amos comer
Linda & tim comerford
Janet L. compton
*Joyce & Larry compton

christine & glen cook
Kim M. cooke
Elizabeth & christian cooley
Judith & Farrell coons
robert & Nancy cormack
Donald J. cosmano
charles & Julie costa
cynthia & ronald costello
Mark & Mary costello
Judith & David cotterman
Doris & rex cowan
Max a. cowan
susan M. cox
ann & terry coyne
Dale & Kathryn crafton
Lauren & ron a. cram
Karen & John crane
cheryl c. craver
sara & herschel crippen
steven F. crites
ronald & sarah cunningham
helen & James curtis
carole M. cusick
Karin L. Dahl, Ph.D.
Fred t. Daley
Lee J. Daly
Mary & ronald Danks
cheryl E. Davenport
cynthia E. Davis
David & Karen Davis
Deane & carol Dayton
Beverly & roger Dean
Doris E. Dearring
Deidre & gregory Deckard
Kathleen J. Dee
William & Martha Deel
Joyce & Donald Degen
rosemary & Paul Deignan
John & sharon Delaney
Mary E. Delgado
Mary J. Delinger
robert & Ellen Denney
*Myrna a. Dial
howard E. Dietzman
Emily & robert Dillard
Irene o. Dimmett
Barbara & richard Domek
Jocille & terrence Donahue
Loni J. Dorall
Karen & Laurence Dorfman
sara J. Dorrel
alberta & r. Neil Dougan
amy M. Dougherty
Marlene c. & charles Douglass
hope & Darrell Dowdy
John P. Downey, Ph.D.
Diana & Dr. Joe Downing
Barbara J. Downs
Kathi & gregory Drake
Lucy P. Dreifort
James L. Drews
Patricia a. Dunbar
courtney & Brett Dunn
Jane a. Durall

Leslie W. Durbin
Patrina Durham, Ed.D.
Daniel & Julie Dwire
Deborah a. Dykhouse
gloria J. Earl, Ed.D.
Janice Ebersdorfer, Ed.D.
Mark & cynthia Eccles
rosemary & Dennis Edens
charles & Maria Edwards
rose M. Edwards
Lee ann Egan
susan J. Eklund, Ph.D.
christina & russell Elias
Betty J. Elson
c. Marlene Emery
David & sharon Emery
John P. Engelbrecht
Linda & stephen Enochs
Joan & William Ervin
Linda M. Esser
anna-Lena & Jon Estes
theodore W. Etling
Douglass c. Evans
steven a. Fahnestock
Kathryn J. Faith-greene
Betty & K. gene Faris
Beverly J. Farrell
Winifred M. Farwick
Leroy h. Fassett
James r. Faux
Patrick J. Favuzzo
thomas & rose Feeney
Delphine & Donald Fekete
cheryl & thomas Fenton
ronald L. Fiel, Ed.D.
Margaret J. Fink
Benjamin Finkelstein
Kathryn & Mark Fite
george c. Fix
richard L. Flecker
D. Denise & Melvin Fletcher
John & Marcia Flora
thelma o. Flowers
harold Flueckiger & amy Loyd
Barbara B. Fluitt
carol & gary Foltz
William & Jeanna Ford
Wilma J. Ford
Judith a. Forney
robert & Barbara Forrester
gene a. Fort
Joyce Fortney hamberg, Ed.D.
Marjorie L. Foster
Valeria J. Fountain
gracie Fowlkes
amy & Matthew Franklin
M. Joan & Melvin Fratzke
Madonna & Jack L. Frazier
Pamela J. Frederick, Ed.D.
Lauren Berkson Freedman
Lawrence r. Freiburger
sara & thomas Froehle
Len a. Froyen, Ed.D.
Mark & sheila Frye

Honor
Janice L. Fulkerson, Ed.D.
Ponzella & John Fuller
Judith L. Fullerton
Karen M. Fulton
shirley sullivan gage
Dennis P. gallon, Ph.D.
Marilyn J. gamblin
Francis r. gandy
Debra & Neil garab
Kenneth & Phyllis gardner
raymond & Madelyn garrity
sandra W. geleta
Virginia r. geleta
sheryl L. george
shirley a. gerard
E. a. gesenhues
susan E. ghere
Jeffrey & sarah gibbs
carolyn & richard giles
Jacque L. gillespie
treva J. gilliatt
scott & Elisa glanzman
Vangie & William glass
rebecca & robert glus
harold & Evelyn goldsmith
Jacqueline I. golightly
ricardo a. & Michele gonzalez
David M. gordon, Ph.D.
John & renee gordon
susan J. gordon
Elizabeth J. goss
Kathryn M. grambsch
Joretta a. grass
Jo & thomas grau
Laura K. graves
Marilyn J. grayson
Estella & robert green
†ronald F. green, Ed.D.
*roni & Kurt green
John & christine greenlee
rochelle h. greenwald
Eddy & carole greenwalt
Jane & robert griffith
William I. grogg
Janet L. groomer
Jodie & Jamie groves
Pamela & Marvin guffin
cynthia & robert guidrey
David L. gulbransen
Karyn & richard gundrum
Meredith & Bradley gunter
sara & Franc gustafson
Marcella glee Farrar guthrie
catherine & charles gwaltney
Victor r. haburchak, Ph.D.
carol & Frederick haddad
shirley M. haflich
Dorothy L. hale
Dorothy & arthur E. hall
*Mariclar & Brian hall
carol a. haller, M.D.
Judith M. hamilton
Linda L. hamrick
*Misti & Bryan haney

carolyn & robert hankins
Edward & sandra hanko
Marianne t. hanley
Maxine L. harden
robert r. hardman, Ed.D.
Lisa & Michael harkabus
robert & Patricia harmon
Doug & Melanie harper
Willie & sadie harris
Johnny B. harrison
†Noble E. hart, sr. & Deloris hart
Mary t. hartley
caroline Bibich-hartman & Wayne
hartman
†richard L. hartman
James & sally harvey
*robert D. hatcher
James g. hatfield, Ph.D.
hugh & Kay hattabaugh
Jeff & cassandra hauswald
Janet & Larry hays
Peggy & stanley hayward
†Mary Jane head
Paula J. hearn
James & Jane heckman
camilla a. heid, Ed.D.
David & Joy heinbaugh
William D. helsabeck, Jr.
creggie & steven henderson
David & gail henderson
robert M. hendrickson, Ed.D.
Nancy & stephen hensley
Virginia herbert
Veronda L. hermer
James & sara hershauer
rosemary hertweck
carol & William hertz
Patricia & Michael hessel
ruth & Philip heywood
treva I. hiatt
gloria t hicks
Loretta c. higgins
gloria & richard hilfiker
Johnny F. hill, Ed.D.
Patricia & Nathaniel hill
Michael hilton
robert & Francie hinds
Maryellen & richard hinton
sheila M. hirsh
heather & Nestor ho
Bruce & catherine hoagland
Julie h. hobbs
Debra & David hockley
roberta hoffman
Wayne W. hoffmann, Ed.D.
Barbara a. holdcraft
Donna J. hollabaugh
alan L. hollar
Wilma & robert hollis
Donna K. holt
todd & carla holycross
Janet a. holzheimer
William & Joan hood
Eldon & ann hopkins
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Matching Gifts
Many companies invest in the future of education
by making contributions through their matching
gift programs. We gratefully acknowledge the
following corporations and corporate foundations
that have significantly increased the value of the
gifts we have received from their employees. We
also thank the individuals who took the initiative
to secure their employers’ matching gift. These
individuals are recognized in the Honor Roll with
an asterisk preceding their name.
American International
Group, Inc.

Lincoln Financial
Foundation

AstraZeneca
Pharmaceuticals LP

Macy’s Foundation

AT&T Foundation
Auto Owners Insurance
Company
Babson Capital
Management LLC
Bank of America
Foundation
Bristol-Myers Squibb
Foundation, Inc.
Cardinal Health Foundation
Deloitte Foundation
Eli Lilly & Company
Ernst & Young Foundation

McGraw Hill Companies Inc
Medtronic Foundation
Merck Company
Foundation
Merrill Lynch and Company
Foundation Inc
Microsoft Corporation
PNC Foundation
PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP
San Antonio Area
Foundation
SPX Foundation

ExxonMobil Foundation

The Charles Schwab
Foundation

GE Foundation

The Hershey Company

Houghton Mifflin Company

Thrivent Financial for
Lutherans

IBM International
Foundation

Vectren Foundation Inc

Johnson & Johnson

Vulcan Materials Company

Kaplan Inc

W. W. Grainger Inc.

LibertyGives Foundation

robert r. horney
Deborah t. hotka
g. thomas & Diane houlihan
Brenda s. houston Krug
William E. hovenden
ann & William howell
Maren & D. Dean hubble
Marsha & John hubbuch
Jo an P. hudson
Marion & al huerta
†Karen s. hughes

James & Victoria humbles
Douglas D. hume
Marjorie E. hunt
Jung Won hur, Ph.D.
John & Virginia hurley
sallie M. hurley
Patricia & L. Fred huser
* Donors are credited with employers’
matching gift
† Deceased
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Arbutus Society
Through a bequest or other planned gift arrangement, alumni and friends invest in the future of
Indiana University. The Arbutus Society honors
those who have made a provision to support
tomorrow’s students and faculty.
Anonymous
Robert H. Ackenhusen

Nycha Schlegel & D.
William Loos

Fern Bengtson Balaun

Helen L. Mamarchev

Sue C. Holm Beach

Larry and Rosalyn Martin

Charles W. Beck, Jr.

Thomas M. & Susan C.
McGlasson

Dr. and Mrs. Stephen D.
Beeker, DDS

David I. Miller, MD

Richard E. Bishop

Sam Namminga

Bill and Linda Blanton

Charles R. Neatrour

Tanya M. Croom

Edward A. & Mary Lou
Otting

Tilla Cruser
Gary L. & Sandra G. Dowty
Jane A. Everitt
Shirley A. Fields
Jean Scott Frazier
Sue M. Galvin
Suzanne Gemmell
Helen Gibbons
Gerardo M. and Marjorie
A. Gonzalez
Craig C. & Linda D.
Grannon
Marilyn D. Harp
Doug & Christine Harris
in memory of Louis E.
Hartley
Donald R. and Carol-Anne
H. Hossler

Norman V. & Jeanne D.
Overly
Jane Cline Parker
Michael D. Parsons
Lewis & Sue Polsgrove
Ernest Rydell
Stephen Wood Ryner, Sr.
Myrtle M. Scott
Mendel & Martha Sherman
Judith Ann Smith
Samuel D. & Marsha A.
Stauffer
Stephen & Elaine Stitle
Jacki L. Stutzman
Eugene R. & Mary J.
Tempel
Henry & Cecilia Upper

Boh Robert A. Hrees

John Valenti

Betty M. Jarboe

Robert H. Wade II

Hilda Jay

Kenneth S. Warbritton

M. Ellen Jay

Mary Margaret Webb

Jerrold E. Kemp

Russell A. & Violet J.
Working

Lawrence D. Klein
Bob & Valerie Lindsey
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Louise F. Zimek

ann & Daniel hutchison
carolyn J. Imel
Kimberly D. Irvin
owen K. Isaacs, III
anjeanette Jackson
gerald & roberta Jackson
James F. Jackson
Jayne a. Jackson
smyrna N. Jackson
Marianne Jacobs
*Nancy E. Jacobs, Ph.D.
Phyllis I. gillie Jaffe, Ed.D.
ann & Michael Jaimet
clyde I. James
Daniel James & Paula Bell James
terry D. James
connie s. Jansen
Betty D. Jenkins
Monte F. Jines
ruth N. Joelson
cheryl & Daniel Johns
David E. Johnson, Ed.D.
Floyd & Velda Johnson
Marie Love Johnson, Ph.D.
Marilyn & gerald Johnson
Mona Johnson
ruth E. Johnson
sheila y. s. Johnson
stanley W. Johnson
gary & Marilyn Jones
Kathy s. Jones
robert & Mary Jones
James s. Jovanovic
Elaine & Leonard Jozwiak
Mark E. Judge
Eunice F. Kalina
Mary & Michael Kallok
Donna r. Kaminski
Virginia L. Kandetzki
Donald c. & Linda Katt
Beth & Irvin Katz
Melissa & thomas Kaylor
Kathleen c. Keck
John B. Keiter, Ph.D.
Nancy & charles Keller
Kenneth D. Kellerhouse, Jr., Ed.D.
sarah & N. Eugene Kelley
Maurice & alice Kellogg
James E. Kelly
Vincent P. Kelly, Ph.D.
Linda & charles Kemper
helen E. Kennedy
ann & John Kent
sandra & steven Kern
Marion L. Keutzer
Kenneth Kidd, Ed.D.
Marjorie a. Kimes
Kris & roxanna Kindelsperger
helen & Ian Kinoshta
†susan J. Kirkpatrick
georgia & William Kish
Lawrence D. Klein, Ed.D.
Patricia M. Kline
Maude o. Klingaman

robert J. Klitzman, Ed.D.
suszanne & James Klotzsche
rene & David Knox
randy a. Knuth, Ph.D.
Janice & James Koday
Byron & rennette Kopman
aurelia & charles Kornbroke
ruth F. Kortgardner
Nancy J. Koselke
Marilyn J. Kreisle
Nancy & James g. Kryway
David F. Kunzman
Jesse & Marian Lacey
Judith K. Lackey
Jill & Peter Lacy
gene & anna Lagrange
Elizabeth c. Lampkin
Patricia o. Lamson
constance a. Lanam
J. gregory Langan, Ed.D.
robert J. Lattimer
Joann E. Laugel
Judith & terry Laughlin
W. gail Lavengood
Mary c. Lawson
christine & Marc Lechleitner
Melba & William Lee
Barbara & robert Lehmann
Jeffrey J. Lemirande
shelley a. Lemirande
Louis h. Lerner
helen a. Lewis
Kevin a. Lewis
Kristina & ronald Lewis
Lincoln V. Lewis, Ed.D.
suzanne I. Lichtman
Ms. Nancy Ball & thomas Licorish
george W. Lilley, Jr., Ed.D.
Magdelene a. Lindsey
Nancy & Keith Lineback
Jeffrey Litman, Ed.D.
Julie E. Litten
John Logan & amy Vojta
*sara & Matthew Logar
Joy & steven Lohmeyer
Donald & Miriam Lollar
harold & sharon London
Jane a. Long
susan L. Long
anne & John Lonski
Nancy J. Louck
Mary F. Luber
Judith a. Lucas
roger s. Luekens
John & Mary Lukey
Pauline J. Luthi
catherine & homer M. Lynch
Evelyn c. Lynch, Ed.D.
Judith t. Lysaker, Ph.D.
susan M. Mack
Joyce a. Macke
harriett L. Mackel
rebecca & ryan Magee
Michelle & Daniel Magnus

Honor
tina & William Maher
h. Paul & Jacquelyn Maier
Martha a. Main
harriett B. Majors
ann & russell Malcolm
sharon & Bruce Mallatt
William & carol Malloy
george E. Malo
helen L. Mamarchev, Ph.D.
Margaret a. Manella
alice r. Manicur, Ed.D.
Larry K. Manlove
John L. Mann, III, Ed.D.
r. Dale & Kay Marcus
Minori Marken
Jeffrey W. Marks
*Joel & abbe Marlin
Kathleen sue Maroney
Norman h. Marsh
abigail & Jeffrey Marshall
L’vee Martin
terrell o. Martin, Jr., re.D.
thomas & Mary Martz
Joanna & adamson Masingila
*steve & henryetta Massack
Pamela a. Masterson
charles r. Mattka, Ed.D.
Lucy E. Matune
Patricia D. Mauer
Delores a. Maxen
Barbara Jo May
robert & Martharee Mays
Ethel E. Mcafee
Luise P. Mccarty, Ph.D.
Bradford & robin Mcclarnon
Beverly Mccoun
Eugene & Janice Mccracken
gerald & Mary ann Mccullum
stephen c. Mccutcheon, Ed.D.
J. russell McDavid, Ed.D.
Barbara a. McDermid
Jeffrey & Laura McDermott
carolyn L. McDonald
robert B. McDowell, Jr.
Lou anne McElwain
*raleigh & Dolores Mcgary
roberta & robert Mcginnis
June L. Mcglasson
susan & thomas Mcglasson
gary L. Mcgrath, Ed.D.
David & Nancy McKelvey
Ellen & James McKenzie
ashley K. McLeod
hugh r. McManamon
thomas P. McMillan, Ed.D.
Myrna L. McMurtry
David M. Medich
cynthia L. Meek
alice & David Meginnis
William M. Melvin
Elaine h. Mensh
F. gene & Kay Merica
Janice K. Merritt
Palmeta E. Merritt-rent

Devon & Dianne Metzger
Janet Metzger
Karen E. Metzger
Marianne & richard Meyer
susan K. Meyers, Ed.D.
Joyce & Warren Mickens
Diane h. Mikiska
Leroy Miles, Ed.D.
sue Miller Foster & John Foster
andrew E. Miller
anna M. Miller
Brian & Kathryn Miller
Doris E. Miller
Joyce & ronald Miller
Marjorie h. Miller
susan E. Miller
thomas W. Miller
ann s. Millikan
ruth & James Millikan
Julie B. Min
ann B. & Keith Miser
Karen L. Mittag
connie & Donald Moeschberger
Joel t. Moffet

hans & Marcia Moll
Patrick D. Monaghan
Michael Monar & Paula Mcguire
David E. Montgomery
Barbara E. Moore
Jeffrey s. Moore
Jerry & ann Moore
Martha s. Moore
James & Janice Morgan
Joseph E. Mori
Judith c. Morrison
gregory & Julayne Moser
catherine & Michael Mosier
Marva E. Mosley
Michelle & Brian Muckerheide
helen J. Murphy
Molly a. Murphy
terry & sharon Musika
Marguerite & William Muzek
Donna J. Myer
Joanna & robert Myers
sam & Linda Namminga
Marlyn s. Naylor
Ira & Jacqueline Neal

Roll

Jack E. Neal
Jerry M. Neal, Ed.D.
Lea & Mark Neff
Duane & Kay Nelson
Beth & robert Nemchek
Florence M. Nessler
Judith a. Newberg
Kathleen J. Newhouse
george h. Newton
Larry & Elizabeth Newton
Martha J. Nice
Lynn o. Nichelson
*Jan a. Nielsen
Jennifer & Larry Nisley
rochelle a. Noble
rebecca & Donald Noel
Judith L. Nolin
Nancy r. Nordmann
Nancy K. Norrick

* Donors are credited with employers’
matching gift
† Deceased

Keep up with what’s happening online

you can find out the latest news and information on our home pages at
http://education.indiana.edu and http://education.iupui.edu and
• You can follow us on Twitter at http://twitter.com/IUSchoolofEd
• Follow us on Facebook at http://education.indiana.edu/facebook
• Find videos about the IU School of Education on our YouTube
channel at http://www.YouTube.com/iuschoolofeducation
• More videos on the IU School of Education Vimeo Channel at
http://vimeo.com/channels/iuschoolofeducation
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arnold Novak & Diane
schulz-Novak
gloria D. Nusbaum
anne ociepka, Ph.D.
Joann & thomas o’connor
Marjory J. o’connor
Daniel W. ogle
Fanchon L. oleson
Mary & o. oren olinger
alan L. oliver
treva & Norman olson
richard & sandra oltmanns
Irene M. o’Neill
carol & thomas E. osborn
Jo s. ott
Marilyn J. owens
steven & geraldine Padgett
J. Patrick & Margaret Page
Kathryn & andy Pallotta
anne M. Palony
candee Paparazzo-Kilian
Ellen M. Pardieck
Joanne Parke
Maureen J. Parker
Patricia & richard Parker
roberta D. Parkinson, Ed.D.
Myrna B. Parris
Jean & James Parsell
M. allen & carroll Parsons
Jann Pataray-ching & stuart ching
thomas g. Patterson, Ed.D.
cleta N. Patterson-smith

The

Marguerite & David Pattison
Dorothy J. Patton
Barbara Zoll Pearce
anne & richard Pearson
sally L. Peck
craig D. Pedrey
Barbara s. Penelton, Ed.D.
Joseph E. Pennell
William & Mary Pennscott
Joan & ronald Perkins
thomas W. Perkins
alice M. Peterson
Pamela & Michael Peterson
Velma & Frederick Peterson
Donna K. Petraits
Beverly & Donald Pfaffenberger
Melvyn L. Pfeiffer
suzanne B. Pfenninger
Janet Pharr
Donald r. Pinnick, Ed.D.
Elaine M. Pitts
Dana & David Platt
Bill Plummer, III
Lynn & Dan Podraza
Patricia & David Pogue
gloriann Poljak
Beulah E. Porter
thomas r. Post, Ed.D.
Jerry L. Powell
Linda P. Powell
James & Laura Prange
Jane & steven Pratt

ronald V. Preston, Ph.D.
Marilyn & Donald D. Price
Judith M. Pryor
Marilyn Pryor
shirley r. Pugh
Barbara s. Pulliam
Ellen & Peter ramm
John & Kathleen ranshaw
raeburn a. rathbun, Ed.D.
richard & Virginia rea
constance M. reder
harriet & Walter reed
Janet & William reed
otis reed, Jr., Ed.D.
candace & ronald reese
Dorothy M. reese
John & M. J. reeves
Maureen a. regan
Linda J. reid
Jerry W. reinhardt
sharon F. reinke
albert E. reiser
Patricia c. reisinger
James & Jane reynolds
Laure & charles reynolds
richard c. reynolds, Ed.D.
gregory L. rhodes, Ed.D.
ramona J. rice
rudy W. rice
Boyd F. richards, Ph.D.
Meredith a. richer
Marjory L. rickman

Chalkboard name: a long tradition

In May 2011, the IU school of Education’s Chalkboard publication will turn 60 years old. In the first
two-page edition in 1951, Dean Wendell Wright wrote that it would come out “semi-occasionally.” “We’ll tell you what we are doing,” he concluded. the first issue also included a note about
the just-forming IU school of Education alumni association. Chalkboard evolved into a magazine
format by 1980.
While the actual teaching technology the magazine is named for is now rarely used—the IU
school of Education buildings have almost no chalkboards—the name remains on our magazine.
For six decades, our graduates have received the publication they’ve known as Chalkboard. Much
of the 102-year history of the IU school of Education has been well-preserved in its pages. the
name should remind us that we are continuing to build upon the achievements of those who
came before.
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Debra & Bradley ridgely
Muriel & James riffle
Patricia & James riffle
alan riggs & Jean cunningham
Joanne risacher, Ph.D.
Donald & Lucy ritter
Bruce W. robbins, Ph.D.
arvin W. roberson
Marilyn r. roberts
Janet s. robertson
Donald E. robinson
Marcia & James robinson
samuel robinson, Ed.D.
Donald r. robling
Nancy & Jay rodia
sarah & harper roehm
Norma E. roelke
Penny & Philip rohleder
Marie c. roos, Ph.D.
Marilyn & Wayne rosenbaum
Ina & Irving rosenberg
Laura E. roule
Lyndsey & Bradley rozzi
susan a. rudolph
regina & theodore ruff
carol V. ruffin
Emily J. runion
Paula J. rushworth
James & Nancy russell
Marian s. rutledge
William & Martha ryall
Edward F. ryan, Ed.D.

Honor
William J. sadler
Michael J. safir
robert & Markay saltmarsh
John & Kay sanders
susan & Michael sanders
hugo & Pamela sandoval
Peggy L. sansone
Mary L. sarkey
Joyce & Edward sato
James D. sauerland
Kathleen & charles sawyers
carol L. schaerer
harriet B. schamber
Patricia & Paul schenkel
Mary r. schilling
William & Louise schlundt
Mary schmalz & Urban
Wemmerlov
steven & trudy schmidlap
Betty J. schmidt
*hilary & Mark schnell
Eugene r. schnur
richard W. schoenbohm
Linda & Eugene schulstad
calvin schutzman, Ed.D.
Jill & Jeffrey schwarz
Nancy a. schwarzwalder
Jill & gary scott
Mary a. searle, Ed.D.
thomas W. sedgwick
John r. see
Linda & Jerald sendelweck
James & Lynn shaffer
Melody J. shank, Ph.D.
Vicki J. & William sharp
Kimberly & John shaw
Leonard & Myrtle sheats
ruth & charles sheets
Elmer & angela shelby
anne E. sheline
Elizabeth a. shell
anne crout & John shelley
Ella V. shelton
Martha & Mendel sherman
Patricia L. shikany
Lucy r. shine
thomas & Debbie shine
Devorah D. shounk
Judith & sidney shroyer
Elizabeth & Kirk shuster
Norieta & John h. sichting
Marjorie g. siegel, Ed.D.
Linda L. simmons
Vivian a. simmons
Dale sims & charlene
Burkett-sims
Diane E. sincroft
anthony J. siracusa, Ph.D.
Betty & sidney sisco
Keaney & susan sloop
*christine r. slotznick
Betty & M. William slyby
Brendan & Kathy smith
Daniel D. smith

Pamela a. smith
Patricia & Frederick smith
sara J. smith
Vickey & Douglas W. smith
Don & Violet smolinske
howard & Betty smucker
Max B. snow
Luella V. snyder
gerald & Joanne solomon
Evagnes M. sommers
Judith songer-Martindale &
thomas Martindale
ruth a. sorrells
Barbara & Max spaulding
Edgar & Lola speer
Laverne speer
Nicole & samuel spicer
Janet & charles spurgeon
andrea W. stafford
John r. stafford
constance & gary standiford
Elizabeth J. stansfield
Mary Etta stearns
sue & Wayne stearns
candace s. stedman
carlton & Janet stedman
Martha B. steele
Beth & howard stein
Mary & thomas steinhauser
Peter W. steketee
suzanne E. stepke
ronald & Essie sterling
Dean & Jill sterrett
georgia J. stevens
carl J. stewart, Ed.D.
Kathryn B. stewart
Wayne r. stock
Dorothy r. stoelting
Barbara E. stone
Violet r. strahler, Ed.D.
Deward & sandra strain
David & trudy strand
Mary & robert strickler
Dale L. strombeck
ann & John stuart
Mary & Donald stucky
Kathleen E. sullivan
Nancy L. sullivan
Nancy & Brent sutton
catherine & Jon swanson
Bruce & Mary swinburne
george & Jill tachtiris
Barbara & Jay taylor
robert W. taylor, Ph.D.
stanley & Diana teal
robert c. terrill, Ed.D.
Penny a. thibideau
cynthia K. thies
Janet a. thomas
Mary a. thomas
*Doris & David thompson
Kathryn s. thompson
gerald robert thrasher, Jr., Ph.D.
charles M. thrawley

Jennifer J. tiffany
Norma & harry tilley
Nancy & herman tilly
William tobin & Diana Meo
Diedre c. todd
Jean D. tolchinsky
Janice L. toma
Martha J. toney
charlotte & samuel totten
Norman E. tracy, Jr.
*M. charlotte & J. Paul trenary
John F. triplett
*Loesje & charles troglia
Maxine c. troy
Judith & Michael tuberty
stanley a. turnipseed
Doris E. tyler
Judith & robert tyler
Barbara & robert Underwood
David & susan Underwood
Judith g. Unversaw
Patricia L. Urban
Mary & robert L. Usher
sheryl L. Utech
russell & Doris Utgard
Joyce Utterback
M. Jane Utterback
John s. Valenti
susan & James Van Fleit
David h. Van scoy, Ed.D.
carmen L. Vance, Ed.D.
Wilma L. Vanscyoc
Julia M. Varner
Elizabeth & steve Vaughn
thomas W. Vaughn, Ed.D.
David W. Venter
Laverne L. Venus
Nancy & Joseph Vick
Edna E. Vinson
Dina L. Vinzani
sophan Virachai
Patricia M. Volp, Ed.D.
clemmont E. Vontress, Ph.D.
Doreen & Fred Vorsanger
Barbara J. Wade
Jean M. Walker
alice I. Wallingford
ruth & James Walls
Douglas D. Walterhouse
Jean & ronald Waltner
Lee & richard Wambach
Donald & Peggy Wampler
David J. Ward
connie Wardell
robert & Pamela Warren
gary & E. Beth Washburn
Judith a. Wasson
ann Maiden & Lewis Waters
grant & renee Watts
D. sue Webb cardwell, Ph.D.
Frances M. Webb
Jody E. Webb
Karen r. schuster Webb, Ph.D.
Wallace h. Webb

Roll

William & Mary Webb
Edward & Pamela Weber
Edna J. Weddell
Jennifer & thomas Welage
Betty & James Welch
andrea & William White
george & Evelyn White
robert a. White
grace & robert Whitehead
roy & Lavon Whiteman
Barbara & Kevin Wible
Monica s. Wilcox
Dennis & Vivian Wilds
Monta s. Wilkins
Betty J. Williams
Doris g. Williams
James & Barbara Williams
Johanna r. Williams
Lois L. Williams
Barbara & Bill Willsey
gerald a. Wilson
Marilynn J. Wilson
rosalys & roger Wilson
Fred & Nancy Wingert
Max F. Wingett, Ed.D.
Jana L. Wirth
Deborah & robert Wise
Patricia a. Witt
roberta & carl Witte
Jill & Daniel Wittgen
sandra I. Wojcik
george W. Wolfe, Ed.D.
c. andrew & Peggy Wood
richard & carol Wood
reba F. Wooden
Kenneth & Norma Workman
*Karen & David Wright
*Fengjie Xiao & Dong yu
Daniel K. yagodnik
Karen & James yamamoto
Julie & roy yates
Ethan & tarajean yazzie-Mintz
†george t. yeamans, Ed.D. &
Mary a. yeamans
Janet E. yocum
amee & Peter yoder
samuel L. yoder, Ed.D.
P. shirley young
Monica yu
Mary ann Zabel
carol J. Zaley
anne & r. h. Zanarini
*Joan & David Zaun
Janet & stanley Zeck
amy & stanley Zent
gloria Ziolkowski

* Donors are credited with employers’
matching gift
† Deceased
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Please visit us!
We look forward to your visits to the School of Education Web sites.
For starters, try these:
School of Education, Bloomington: http://education.indiana.edu
School of Education, IUPUI: http://education.iupui.edu
Indiana University: http://www.indiana.edu
Indiana University Alumni Association: http://www.alumni.indiana.edu
Chalkboard: http://education.indiana.edu/~educalum/chalkboard.html

Snapshot

A summer camp that really

takes off

For a month, cadets of the Junior Rocket Design Agency (JRDA) designed, built, tweaked, tested, then launched rockets at six
different sites across the city. Around 150 participated in the second annual JRDA program, a summer program to promote math,
science, teamwork and other skills created by Jomo Mutegi, associate professor of science education, and Crystal Hill, assistant
professor of math education at the IU School of Education in Indianapolis.
The four-week camp at six Indianapolis community centers involved between 15 and nearly 40 youths from 4th through 6th
grade. The participants participated in a role play as rocket building “cadets,” each assigned particular roles as they built rockets
from kits. Examining the data from different designs and alternative engines, the teams extrapolated the model rocket information to figure out what they’d need to consider when building a rocket to actual scale.

